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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE DATE: May 24, 2022 Maximus to Host Investor Day on May 24, 2022 (Tysons, Va. – May 24, 2022) – Maximus (NYSE: MMS), a leading provider of government servicesworldwide, will webcast its Investor Day starting at 9:00 a.m. ET today, Tuesday, May 24. The event will include presentations by President and Chief Executive Officer, Bruce Caswell, Chief Financial Officer, David Mutryn, and the three Segment General Managers. They will articulate the next phase of the company’s growthstrategy, including expectations for organic growth and margins. The live event and materials can be accessed by visiting maximus.com/investor-day. A replay of the webcastwill be available on the Maximus Investor Relations website at investor.maximus.com. About Maximus As a leading strategic partner to governments across the globe, Maximus helps improve the delivery of public services amid complex technology, health, economic, environmental, and social challenges. With a deep understanding of program service delivery, acute insights that achieve operational excellence, and an extensive awareness of the needs of the people being served, our employees advance the critical missions of our partners. Maximus delivers innovative business process management, impactful consulting services, and technology solutions that provide improved outcomes for the public and higher levels of productivity and efficiency of government-sponsored programs. For more information, visit maximus.com. Contacts: Investor Relations Media & Public Relations James Francis 703.251.8526 Eileen Rivera 571.329.3410 Madison West 703.251.8443 media@maximus.com IR@maximus.com -XXX-

Page 1 of 48Maximus 2022 Investor Day May 24, 2021 PresentersJames Francis, Vice President, Investor Relations Madison West, Vice President, Environmental, Social, Governance (ESG) Bruce Caswell, President and Chief Executive Officer David Mutryn, Chief Financial Officer Teresa Weipert, General Manager, U.S. Federal Services SegmentIlene Baylinson, General Manager, U.S. Services SegmentKevin Reilly, General Manager, Outside the U.S. SegmentNarrator At the accelerated pace of life today, people expect government to act with urgency. That meansbeing ready for anything and delivering critical solutions at the speed of human need. Facing unemployment not seen since the Great Depression, we stood up support within seven days for 17 states expediting claims, keeping millions afloat. To guide an exhausted nation desperate for vaccines, we trained 20,000 people in 60 days for the CDC and removed barriers so busy parents and workers could get protection. But fast action in a crisis is only part of the story. We also tackle age-old problems in new ways to achieve astounding results, like getting benefits to disabled veterans 30 months sooner and building tools for PTSD so our wounded warriors can reclaim their lives. Today, we're even addressing global security issues to protect our society and people with AI solutions for cybercrime that make analysis at Homeland Security 10 times faster, and machine learning that enabled government to grant safe passage to 50,000 asylum seekers fleeing for their lives, all in just 18 hours. The common denominator in all our efforts, a passion for partnering with government to improve people's lives. When time is of the essence, when it's critical to arrive at the future ahead ofschedule, we're there to change the definition of what's possible so government can perform at the speed of human need.James Francis Hello, and thank you for joining us for Investor Day at Maximus. I am James Francis, VicePresident of Investor Relations, and I am joined by Madison West, Vice President of Environment, Social, Governance, or ESG. Together, we lead Investor Relations at Maximus.Madison West We are thrilled to host today from our new headquarters, and excited to have our leadership team take you through the company's
strategy for the next three to five years, which is in clear

Page 2 of 48alignment with your interests as stakeholders. One of the key themes you will hear is that our people are our greatest asset. James Francis In addition to hearing from Bruce Caswell, President and CEO, and David Mutryn, CFO, you will hear from our three segment general managers. These leaders bring our strategy to life, and will share their plans to continue to drive our business forward.For our agenda today, Bruce will orient you with the Maximus today and show you where we are going tomorrow. Teresa Weipert will take you through how her rapidly growing segment isaligned to U.S. federal government priorities. Madison West Ilene Baylinson will discuss the pillars that underpin her U.S. services portfolio and how we make our mark with customers. Kevin Reilly will illustrate how executing and diversifying will meet thegoals for his outside the U.S. segment. And David will tell you what this means from a financialstandpoint, including our targets.James Francis Following the presentation, leadership will come together to address your questions. You maysubmit questions throughout the presentation via the Q&A section of your webcast, or by emailing IR@Maxiumus.com.A few housekeeping items; the agenda, presentation materials, and speaker bios are available at Maxiumus.com/investorday. Madison West Please note that a number of statements being made today will be forward-looking in nature, and that such statements are only predictions. Actual events and results may differ materially as a result of risks we face, including those discussed in Item 1A of our most recent Forms 10-Q and 10-K, which we encourage you to review. And with that, we are delighted to turn it over to Bruce.Bruce Caswell Good morning and welcome. It's great to be joined by many who have followed us over the years and also many who are relatively new to the story. Whether you're familiar with us or new to thebusiness, we appreciate your time and focus on Maximus this morning.You may also notice our new look. Our new logo and branding reflect the forward thinkingmindset that fuels our work. In particular, our tagline, Moving People Forward, embodies ourcommitment to those we serve. We're excited about how this logo and
brand align with ourupdated corporate strategy, which I'll discuss in detail today.

Page 3 of 48I'm pleased to be joined today by our CFO and our three general managers, who run our business segments day to day. I'm excited for you to hear from them shortly. We're also looking forward to the Q&A session following the presentation. I joined Maximus nearly 18 years ago, hard to believe, when our business and our world looked quite different. Our annual revenues were approximately $450 million, and the year I joined the company we offered 130 different solutions and services to our customers. Since then, we've pared down the portfolio, sharpened our focus, and implemented a balanced approach to risk management that has enabled a strong operational execution, but not at the expense of growth. During my time, we've endured the great recession of 2008, adapted to four presidential administrations, and most recently have emerged from the COVID pandemic stronger than ever.One thing I've learned during the last 18 years is that our business is incredibly resilient anddurable, as are our people. I'm grateful for the now more than 38,000 Maximus employees worldwide that make this possible. I hope you come away from today with a new and deeper appreciation for Maximus andspecifically three things. First, we have a track record of solid operational execution, strongfinancial performance, and a desirable business model with high cash conversion. Second, our business is durable and lasting, underpinning the core civilian mission of government and backed by favorable macro drivers that represent long term tailwinds. Third, there is significant opportunity ahead of us. We operate in an already large addressable market. Through our strategic refresh, we seek to expand our addressable market to more than $150 billion, growing at 6 percent rate over the next three to five years. With that, let me get into our discussion. I'd like to spend the next 25 minutes or so groundingyou in the ways we are moving people forward and what makes Maximus a compelling investment. Number one, how we create value for our customers, shareholders, and what makes us different in the government services market. Think of this as Maximus 101, or 201 for some of you. Number two, the impact of our laser focus on digital
transformation, clinical services, and market expansion. This is Maximus today. Number three, our strategic priorities for the next three to five years to capitalize on our strengths, broaden our addressable markets, and set the foundation for continued growth. This is Maximus tomorrow. Let's begin. We were founded in 1975, and we've come a long way since then. We're fortunate to be recognized as the preeminent partner to governments in the delivery of their critical programs.While we are largely known for our role in delivering health benefit programs like Medicaid and Medicare and industry-leading employment services that began in the U.S. and now comprisemuch of our business outside the U.S., we increasingly are recognized for the technology solutions we provide.

Page 4 of 48We serve some of the largest customers in civilian government like CMS and the CDC and, in the United Kingdom, the Department for Work and Pensions. We also find that our business model suits the high volumes and complexity of larger nation-states in the United States like California,New York, and Texas. How do we create value? At the highest level, we've built the capability and reputation over decades of being able to translate legislation and policy into successful program delivery. Theintellectual capital we've amassed and the solution building blocks we have are real assets. We have even patented a number of our techniques and processes over the years. Our operating model has very desirable attributes, including excellent revenue visibility and high cash generation and conversion. Our capital deployment strategy, as evidenced by our mostrecent acquisitions in 2021, is focused on creating long-term organic growth platforms. Webenefit from meaningful long-term growth drivers that underscore the durability of our business.Population growth, increasing longevity, and complexity of needs and demands being placed ongovernments, often facing budget pressures, are the obvious drivers.But think about rising income inequality, food insecurity, climate change driving labor mobility,the crisis of mental health and its connection to physical wellbeing. Those factors alone arestressing already fraying social safety nets. Then consider geopolitical forces driving immigration and refugee crises, or the exponential growth of the cybersecurity threats we face. Increasingly, these are problems that Maximus is being asked to address. Finally, in our view, there are meaningful barriers to entry in many of our markets. Government contracting is complex, and the infrastructure to do it well is created over years, if not decades. Further, while you'll never run a risk-free business, I do believe that the institutional knowledge that we've built leads to a more risk managed and informed bidding process.Scale matters in our business. It provides operating leverage and deters competitors, while enabling consistent, high-quality service across large populations. And further, our work is farfrom simply administrative in nature. For
many of our programs, it's not uncommon for training to take 90 days. Our employees learn to simplify complex concepts like health insurance, and communicate in culturally and linguistically sensitive ways. Our clinical staff handle complexhealth assessments at scale with proficiency and empathy. Why we win. While being price competitive is important across our business segments, it's not the dominant factor in an award. Broadly speaking, evaluation criteria are weighted 70/30 on technical merit over cost. So shaping an RFP in advance of its release and differentiating yourtechnical solution is critical. When all other factors are equal and technical differentiation isdifficult, pricing takes on a larger weight. We find that our scale enables us to price competitively.

Page 5 of 48And price differences between us and our competition reflect differences in technical approach, solution complexity, and staffing assumptions; not indirect costs or overhead rates. Winning requires many strengths, but to simplify this, after more than 30 years in this industry, Ihave learned that the most important factor is customer familiarity and trust. Avoiding headline risk and ensuring reliable project completion or service provision, supporting the mission is a hallmark of the government buyer. How we adapt. Years before the pandemic, we embraced the many benefits of moving to the cloud, including scalability, performance optimization, and risk management. Our initiatives included both application environments and telephony, the backbone of much of our business. These investments enabled us to respond with agility in a time of crisis, quickly move our employees home, and add many new customers.As another example, we maintain a national staffing supplier network that gives us access to nearly a quarter million qualified contact center staff, enabling rapid recruiting and training atscale as government needs demand. We've been fortunate to have developed and maintained long-term relationships with some of the most desirable customers in government contracting.While Ilene, Kevin, and Terry will give you some great examples of our work with these and otherorganizations, I will say that two attributes that we've worked hard to maintain as the businesshas grown are, number one, our ability to move quickly and be extremely responsive to customer needs. To do this, we've had to focus on limiting bureaucracy and streamlining our decision- making process. And number two, providing direct connections and attention from senior leaders in the organization. Our customers appreciate knowing that they have the full attention and support of the senior leadership of the Company. Some key attributes of our portfolio underscore the durability of our business and our relationships. Comprising about 50% of our revenue, we are largely a federal contractor. Our weighted average contract life is more than 7 years. A general rule also for our business is that we aim to win on average about 30% of the new work we
bid on, and we expect to retain 90% or better of our existing work, as it gets rebid.Let me speak briefly about how we've evolved over the last five years. As you can see, while we've posted solid growth over that period, it's been a combination of organic and acquiredgrowth, particularly in our federal business. We have a good balance across our service lines, with generally higher-margin clinical services and technology solutions now comprising more than a third of our revenue, with room to grow.When you look at the composition of our revenue, I hope you come away with an appreciation that while the customer contact centers are an important part of our business and somethingperhaps we are most known for, it's far from the whole story of who we are.

Page 6 of 48When I first became CEO in 2018, my team and I articulated a three-pronged approach to growth that carried forward and sharpened several strategic initiatives. If you've followed us to date, you've heard us talk about this three-pronged approach comprising digital transformation, bringing innovation to ourselves and our business process services or BPS, as well as our customers. Clinical evolution, expanding our clinical assessment capabilities and leveraging our independence and conflict-free status. And market expansion, setting the stage for further organic growth through risk-managed adjacent market moves. I'm proud of the team that's executed on these initiatives over the past four years, and you cansee the evidence or proof points of our efforts on this chart. Beyond the acquisitions that havestrengthened and reshaped our portfolio and capabilities, the strong execution of the team has delivered solid underlying organic growth in our core business. As we discussed on our most recent quarterly earnings call, the core business normalized for COVID-related and acquired growth grew 20% in the second quarter compared to the prior year period. But now, we find ourselves in the perfect position to ask the question, what does or rather what should the next 3 to 5 years look like?As we embarked on our strategic refresh, we established a clear set of goals comprising four categories: Our strategy will support ongoing, reliable mid-single-digit organic growth, while enabling margin expansion such that the total company will deliver adjusted operating income in the 10% to 14% range ex amortization. We seek to preserve the high barriers to entry in many of our markets and further leverage the conflict-free status on which many of our customers rely.We'll further expand our already growing technology capabilities, both as we apply them to the business process services we deliver and to solving the mission-focused challenges of our customers. Innovation has propelled and differentiated us historically and we will further embedit in our business. Our greatest strength is our people. We attract great employees who are drawn to our mission of moving people forward. We continuously focus on our work environment, pay
and benefits,and employee development. Our strategy will further our commitments to diversity, equity, and inclusion. I'm proud of the many employees from across the organization that contributed to our 3 to 5- year strategy refresh. Their work and our direction is summarized on this page. To orient you,we'll focus and prioritize three strategic growth pillars. Customer services, digitally enabled, going beyond our current state to leverage intelligent automation and cognitive computing. Future of health, addressing consistent and growing demand for clinical assessments and public health. And advanced technologies for modernization, expanding our ability to transform the ability of government programs. We'll deliver these solutions and services through two delivery models: business process services or BPS, infused with greater technology and incorporating the hybrid work lessons from the

Page 7 of 48pandemic; and technology consulting services or TCS, bringing together leading technologists andanalysts to deliver custom-fit solutions for our clients. And now a little more about each of these five areas. Think of the first strategic growth pillar as the extension and expansion of our already successful digital transformation strategy. What gives us permission to take these next steps? Well, already our digital solutions have had a large impact on our operations and the quality of services we provide citizens. In Texas, advanced handwriting recognition capabilities enable accuracy rates in the processing of Medicaid enrollments that several years ago would have been unattainable. Our companywide commitment to roboticprocess automation or RPA has led to nearly 100 bots now handling more than 4 million routinetransactions, allowing us to create new opportunities for our employees to move to higher-level roles.But what's next? As we look ahead, we build on our success by thinking about our digital initiatives as spanning three stages of maturity. First, there are those capabilities that we'll takefrom idea to experiment, such as really delivering an omnichannel customer experience. As an aside, while many companies talk about offering omnichannel capabilities, it's only through the tight choreography of the channels customers desire, like phone, text, social media and the like, that a true seamless experience can be achieved.Second are those capabilities that we'll take from experimentation to optimization. I am pleased that we've made some meaningful progress in the application of AI and machine learning already on the delivery of government services. Examples you see include text, handwriting recognition and so forth, as I described earlier. And then third, we'll take what we've already optimized and scale it. This includes things like RPA, but increasingly will become table stakes in our business.So our ability to deliver world-class customer experiences through low code platforms and mobile applications will further differentiate us. To bring all this to life, let me give you an example of how we can apply digital solutions to aspecific use case. In this case, completing a clinical assessment to produce and improve citizen
experience and ensure high-quality work products that meet the outcome measures that ourclients seek in a cost competitive manner. The top of this slide shows the existing business process, from a consumer learning about the program took the completion of an assessment. There's a lot of detail, so the main thing I'd like you to appreciate is that it requires multiple people in multiple roles, and that can create seamsand handoffs that slow down work and create a negative experience for someone who may already be anxious about going through an assessment. In its future state, we use our digital tools and techniques to meet customers on their own terms, automate complex processes, and empower our assessors to focus on the consumer and the quality of the services, and less on the process and the tools. Examples include intelligent messaging, self-scheduling, and digital forms. The result is a better experience for the consumer,

Page 8 of 48a far more efficient and enjoyable job for the clinical assessor, and in this case a meaningful annual impact on the bottom line of the program. This powers a virtuous cycle, where we canthen invest more in attracting and retaining talent, and developing and scaling the digital toolsthat enable us to keep growing. When I think about our health business and how far we've come in just over half a decade, the accomplishment is something. We've established a strong track record through programs like theMedicare appeals we provide to CMS, to the nationwide disability benefit assessments we provide in the United Kingdom under our Center for Health and Disability Assessments, to more recently VES and their service to our nation's veterans. These accomplishments put us on solid footing to expand, as significant open space exists in ourmarkets to provide an even greater array of clinical services. We can do this while maintaining our conflict-free status. While you can see examples on the right of the services this strategy willencompass, I want to be equally clear about what it will not. We do not intend to take on areas like the staffing of hospitals or the provision of acute care, nor should we. Nor do we seek to perform services like facilities management for clinical environments. We will instead stay closeto our core. To give you some insight as to where we see our future, these are three examples of markets that have desirable characteristics and to which we believe we are well suited to deliver solutions. We know there to be a strong, long-term demand for expanded health assessments for customers we don't presently serve. Preliminary data suggests that this could be at least a $2 billion market. The pandemic has also brought into sharp focus the deficiencies in our public health infrastructure, but also the many public health challenges that are being faced around the world. While staying close to our core, we believe a further $3 billion market exists that we can address.Finally, long-term tailwinds and policy priorities have many governments considering how to best serve their aged and disabled citizens outside of an acute care setting. In some cases, we believe we can be a strong partner in this model, opening at least a $5
billion additional market.Technology is very much the future of Maximus. As Terry will tell you, we are already the number one provider of technology services to certain federal agencies, and we're well-positioned to grow significantly in this area over the course of the next few years. But what makes Maximus different from other government contractors in the civilian space? How will we focus and prioritize our resources? An analogy we like to use is that while federal IT grows at a rate that reflects a gradually moving river, we believe in finding the faster moving currents. Building on the capabilities we've acquired and developed already, such as agile development, DevSecOps, and data science powering our AI and ML skills, we'll address the transformation and modernization of IT in government throughour emphasis on two areas: secure hybrid cloud solutions and information intelligence and hyper

Page 9 of 48automation. While we believe that ample space exists to expand in the federal marketplace, we also will evaluate the potential to expand into markets other than federal. Back to the idea of the fast current in the gradually moving river. IT modernization is the largestand fastest growing segment of federal IT. Of the approximately $80 billion that is spent annually on federal IT services, we believe a full $40 billion is addressable by Maximus and is forecastedto grow annually at a rate of about 8% over the next four years. The capabilities demanded in this area, from data management and analytics to RPA and IOT, map well to our skills and solutions. We believe these can be further augmented as a priority for our capital deployment strategy going forward. As I mentioned, we'll deliver against these three strategic market opportunities through twodelivery models. One we know well, business process services or BPS; the other, technology consulting services or TCS, we began to develop through our 2015 combination with Acentia, and accelerated significantly last year when we combined with Attain federal. For BPS, we believe significant opportunity exists to further modernize our delivery of outcomes for our customers, while enabling our employees to modernize their skills. For TCS, we'll expand our capabilities early in the project lifecycle to redesign complex processes and advise our clients on technologytransformation strategy. Importantly, these two delivery models are not mutually exclusive. Our ability to understand themission of our clients and their goals will at times enable us to begin with technology delivery, and over time move into business process services. Similarly, we'll have more tools than ever to assist our clients in the application of technology, to transform their services and drive program outcomes.Our people are the competitive advantage for Maximus. That's why we've prioritized attracting, retaining, developing and empowering employees as a central part of our plan for achieving future growth. Our commitment to making Maximus an employer of choice is not a new goal.We've made significant efforts to demonstrate this commitment across the Company, butespecially since acquiring the Contact
Center Operations contract in 2018 to support CMS. Over the last four years, we have focused our efforts on three overarching goals to benefit ouremployees. These goals include continuously improving our processes in the work environment,including the opportunity to work from home for many. Improving compensation and reducing employees' out-of-pocket healthcare expenses, while adding benefits focused on well-being. As we seek to remain an employer of choice, we are creating an industry-leading hybrid work model that reduces barriers to hiring critical skills, creating opportunities for advancement, and promoting a diverse workforce. In addition, we are committed to developing opportunity career ladders for employees toadvance and flourish. Together, these priorities enable us to achieve our diversity, equity,

Page 10 of 48 inclusion and representation goals, and to enrich our already strong culture to build upon the strengths that differentiate us. Maximus, over nearly 50 years, has developed to become a critical partner to government in delivering some of its most essential citizen services. This role was underscored most recentlyduring the pandemic, which also illustrated the complexity of challenges facing government. Our track record of successful execution, desirable business model, and meaningful barriers to entry in many areas of our business uniquely position us to capitalize on the opportunities for growth that lie ahead. Indeed, our strategy positions the Company to operate in an expanded addressable market of more than $150 billion, growing at 6% over the next 3 to 5 years. We are fortunate to operate in a very strong macroenvironment, creating tailwinds that are decades long. At the same time, we are agile, we adapt, and we are disciplined. Our execution todate has equipped us with market-leading business process services, while our technology capabilities, delivered through our services and now directly in support of our customers'mission, are focused on areas of great need and high priority. In our view, the role of a privatepartner like Maximus is and will continue to be interlinked with the role of government itself well into the future. We are fortunate to be positioned as we are, and at the same time, sharplyfocused on where we are going. This is the team that well take us there. And with that, I'll turn it over to Terry. Teresa WeipertThank you, Bruce, and good morning. As a newer member of the management team, I thought Ishould share a little bit about my experience with companies like Unisys, Accenture, IBM and a few others. I have a broad understanding of our federal market, and I know how to build the businesses and manage several of our critical client relationships. It's such an exciting time to beat Maximus, not only with the new strategy that's being presented to you, but also the passion that we have for moving people forward, our clients and our people.But let's take you to a couple key messages today and what I'm going to talk about. First of all, alittle bit about the history and the successful growth trajectory here at
Maximus; a retention of our current business, how critical that is and how important those relationships are to us; and how we're positioned well for the future. We're a trusted partner in the federal community with agencies, with technology partners, with the small business community, and we have a team thatis focused on growth. So let's talk a little bit about the history of Maximus federal and where we've come from. We've grown from, in FY ‘10, from $80 million to $2.2 billion. And how have we done that? The growthtrajectory builds on the clients that we have and the excellent M&A strategy that has been executed over the last year. We have quite a bit of experience in the whole lifecycle of legacymodernization that our clients require, and we have a powerful combination of customer experience and technology solutions.

Page 11 of 48 I wanted to talk a little bit about the $2.2 billion and where this is coming from with our current contracts, with our clinical and health contracts, and with several IT contracts, and then with the acquisition. The acquisitions of Attain, VES, and innovation of the student loan contract. We aresuccessfully delivering on these contracts today, and they've contributed to our growth. With theVeterans Evaluation Services, which we refer to as VES, this contract delivers important medical benefit examinations for veterans. And this is due to grow because of some changes that are coming up in the current legislative actions, and also with the direction that VA is going. We arewell positioned with VA on this program, and we look forward to the continued success of this program. With Attain, we've built a foundation in our technology consulting services area, and we intend to continue to grow that. I'll talk a little bit more about that and how that intersects so nicelywith our business process services that we deliver today. We're a leading solution provider, as we've stated, to federal government agencies with a full service of capabilities and credentials, both centered around customer contact center solutionswhich were refer often as omnichannel type solutions; clinical health which includes healthassessments, exams, health and medical insurance appeals and reviews, quality control and oversight, and expansion of other businesses in the healthcare area. And I'm going to give you a couple examples of that in a few moments. In IT modernization and cybersecurity, this is really our technology and consulting practice. Wemaintain, modernize, and protect mission-critical and new actually innovation -- innovative IT solutions for our clients today.We're aligned to the government priorities, which is very important in our market, and are spoken about often. The federal CIO recently came out with a report and identified their threetop priorities: cybersecurity, IT modernization, and customer service and customer experience, which is actually an executive order. In meeting some of the agency challenges that we have today, we're in at the IRS, which I'm goingto talk about actually in more detail in just a
moment; federal student aid where we are improving the borrower experience; and the Security and Exchange Commission with a system which you all will be familiar with called EDGAR. The U.S. federal market is an established and well aligned-- and we are well aligned to support the mission and priorities in federal health, civilian, and in the Department of Defense. One thing I wanted to make a comment about in this particular market is that laws, policy, agency budget, contract spending, all critical and all very important as we understand the mission. Not only do we understand the technology and the things that we must deliver to our client, but we understand what the outcome needs to be, and this makes us well positioned for growth in this market.

Page 12 of 48 It's a great lead-in to a conversation about competitive advantage, where we are delivering todayon complex government programs of national priority, and I get to talk about those in a couple minutes. Scale matters. Consistent, proven, quick to deploy technology solutions that enable knowledge transfer, it instills trust, and we are deploying those today. And that leads right into the trust and the outcomes that are critical and also give us a significant competitive advantage today. But the fun part of my conversation actually is to talk to you a little bit more about the programsthat we're delivering on, just to give you an idea of what we do every day. IRS, which you all haveheard of, has two areas that are very important: tax revenue and then basically IT security andimplementation to protect all the information. Well, we maintain and support two of the majordatabase or master files, as we refer to them. One is the one for 1040s or the revenue for citizenslike us, and that's 20% of the tax revenue. And the other one is the business file, which also --which contributes 80% of the tax revenue. We maintain and support these and develop the interfaces that are implementing some of the changes, the regulatory changes, the laws and the things that are required to deliver on these systems today. We have over 300 people doing that, and I'm very proud of the work that that team does.SEC, which has EDGAR which provides free public access to corporate filings, and many of you are probably familiar with today. And I'm going to go into a little bit more detail there, but themission of that agency is to deliver this information timely and accurately. And then the large one for us, contact center operations for CMS, which you are all probably familiar with with Medicare and also -- and Marketplace. And I wanted to give you some information about that one in particular. This program supports the Medicare and Affordable Care Act contact centers. It averages 40 million call and touch points per year, for over 55 million people enrolled in Medicarebenefits, and 10 million that are enrolled in the Marketplace or in the Affordable Care Act. One thing it's hard always to show you all of this information, but I thought I'd share with youthat last year, CMS was the recipient
of a Seventh Annual Federal IT Innovation Award, and was recognized for the work that they were doing. But more importantly, they were recognized for this work during our COVID crisis or the pandemic. And it was identified by the teams thatselected them that we were able to move an entirely almost 100% operation that was in facilitiesto remote without an interruption in service, and actually receiving high scores for customer contact and information. Actually, the phrase that I pulled from the article was, without missing a beat, incredible. Andthat helps you understand what those people are doing. Not only are our teams but our client and our customer service reps delivering every single day in mission-critical environments.

Page 13 of 48 One of the other ones that I wanted to highlight, which is the CDC info contract, which is all aboutvaccinations, was this one is a very good story for talking about reinventing the way business process services are delivered today. The census describes a town as being 10,000 people, thesize of a town being 10,000 people. But we had to stand up 20,000 people in a 3 to 4-week timeperiod, underpinned by cloud-based technology and also all sorts of process and procedures, and it was a program of national priority. We took two million vaccine calls and texts. We developed a system that allowed you to text, and many of you are familiar with it. If you text in with your ZIP Code, then you would be told where you could go to locate vaccinations. Also, we took 380,000 calls on test kits and integrated and put a system in play that basically integrated with the U.S. Postal Service to deliver those test kits on time. A fully automated process, again very difficult to demonstrate this, but the volumesthemselves speak to the importance of this program and also the size of the platform and technology that was behind all of this.The trust that CDC put in Maximus was unbelievable. Now, the cool thing is we're actually going to get an award for that. So the Eighth Annual Federal IT Innovation Award was just announcedthis past Friday, and that awards ceremony will be in June. So we're very proud of that particular program as well, and the people that did all of that work in such an incredibly short period of time with outstanding results. I wanted to talk a little bit more about SEC, just to give you a sense of the size of that program. We have 240 people that are delivering solutions and support, working on modernization, cybersecurity services, and digital transformation. There's 3000 terabytes of data in this environment. There's 3000 filings per day. There's 1500 plus concurrent users during market closing. That system is very important to all of us and can never go down, and our team is very focused on working closely with the client. We have an excellent client relationship. The team is very integrated into the priorities and the mission of SEC. So how do I share with you the details of a federal growth strategy that we have? Well, first of all,
it's the investment in the team. We've put some additional people in, some new leadership. We've added some business development people that have the depth and breadth to understand the mission of the agency. It is critical in our business to understand exactly what's required, to understand the impact of procurement laws, new regulations, new compliance requirements, et cetera. All very important to how we position ourselves to go after more business. And really just to highlight a few of those -- well, I've highlighted a few of those. This market also is very transparent. We do understand where things are going. We do understand where we haveto position ourselves, and reputation and reference is critical. So the important thing for us in our business -- and not to use acronyms, but we refer to it often -- the CPAR scores or also the more familiar term from the commercial market that the federal government is adopting is netpromoter score. And we have high scores and we share those, which gives us, frankly, the credibility to pursue some of the large opportunities that are going to be coming up.

Page 14 of 48 Our tuck-in strategy for M&A is very important, and there's a few reasons. It's related to contracts, it's related to mission, client intimacy and knowledge, and then additionally resources.And I know David's going to share with you some of our strategies on what we look at there coming up. The addressable market, you know, for the federal market is very large. It's also -- some look at it as being a crowded market. I read a report just recently that had the number of federal contractors being reduced down from 100,000. That's a lot of people to deal with, and we do partner very exclusively and often with the small business community and the set-aside communities. Not everyone can do this, and I think we have demonstrated and we're going to continue todemonstrate the growth that we will be able to achieve in this market. We lead in digital and customer-centric solutions, and we bring in our technology and solution practices to the table,actually, to work together with our clients and with our partners. I wanted to share with you just this quick summary. So what would be the key takeaways if you wanted to talk about this? I'm confident we've provided you with some understanding of whatwe are doing for our clients. It is a deep understanding and respect for our clients' mission that's so important. It's the existing work with major public programs -- CMS, CDC, IRS, CSC, to name a few. We are delivering on highly complex and visible programs, and we retain our clients basedon our reputation and our references; very key performance metrics. This drives growth, and this drives growth also for margin.Thank you for your attention today, and now I'd like to turn it over to my colleague, Ilene Baylinson. Ilene BaylinsonThank you, Terry, and good morning, everyone, and thank you for joining us today. I am Ilene Baylinson, General Manager of our U.S. Services segment. You just heard from Terry Weipert who leads the work that we do for the federal government. Our segment is responsible for thework that we do for state and local governments. My goal in the next 20 minutes is to provideyou with a better understanding of who we are, what we do, and where we see our growth opportunities for the future. Before
I start, there are three key messages I'd like you to focus on as I go through mypresentation. First, we are in established markets with high barriers to entry. We operate complex and essential programs on behalf of state governments. And states rely on our experience to connect the neediest citizens with essential government services.Second, we support the operation of domestic entitlement programs. Our customer relationships span decades, and our services are durable and necessary and have withstood the test of time.

Page 15 of 48 And third, our markets are growing and maturing. Today, I'm going to focus on two growth opportunities. The first is clinical assessments and the second is technology solutions, both of which Bruce outlined as key pillars for our future Maximus growth. So, who are we? We are one of the leading providers of Health and Human Services programs for state government agencies. At the highest level, we connect the neediest citizens with essential government services. States have neither the flexibility nor the resources to deliver these services efficiently, so they contract with Maximus to design and deliver those services on their behalf, with the expectation that we will perform them more efficiently, with greater flexibility, and at greater scale than states could do themselves. The services we provide can be organized into three overall categories. The first category isbusiness process services or BPS. These services primarily support the operation of largegovernment programs. As an example, if you live in one of 18 states and want to apply for Medicaid services, you'll speak to a Maximus employee about choosing the health plan that's right for you and your family. Similarly, if you live in one of six states around the country and youwant to purchase insurance on any of those states' health exchanges, you'll also speak to a Maximus employee to determine which of the many health insurance options are right for you. We also help states provide child care, job placement and training, unemployment support, and services for the elderly and for the homeless. We help consumers navigate the maze ofgovernment services, and we help ensure that citizens are receiving the services that they need. The second category of services is clinical assessments. We service the independent, unbiasedorganization, helping states evaluate both the type and level of service that consumers need. As an example, if you're elderly and frail and you live in either Pennsylvania or New York, and youwant to receive services in your home instead of going into a nursing facility, a Maximus assessor will evaluate your needs. That assessor will determine if you can dress yourself, if you can batheyourself, if you can navigate stairs or take your proper medications. We'll also
determine the specific services that you need, such as personal care services or transportation services or medication management. And we'll determine how frequently you need those services. The third category of services is technology solutions, and this is the newest category of servicesthat we're offering states. We currently build technology primarily to support and enhance ourbusiness operations. States are now placing a much greater focus on using technology to both improve customer satisfaction as well as to lower-cost. For example, if you had wanted to apply for health insurance in New York years ago, you would have walked into a local eligibility office and applied there in person. Today, if you want to purchase insurance on New York's health exchange that Maximus operates, you could call one of our many customer service representatives who could help you apply the phone, or go online to the web portal and apply there, or communicate with one of our employees through chat, or use

Page 16 of 48 your mobile app to upload documents, or you could email or text us questions. Or if you're old school, we will still accept faxes and paper documents as well. States want vendors to not only supply the people, but also the underlying technology and thedigital solutions to support their programs. So we continue to see new and expanding opportunities in each of these three overall market areas. Next, I want to talk about how we differentiate ourselves from the competition. Our markets are competitive, and many vendors are interested in entering our space. So why do our customerscontinue to choose us decade after decade? First, our customers respect our experience. State leadership changes, as governors and administrations change. And as a result, the average tenurefor a Medicaid director is only about 19 months. So states rely on us not only for our historical perspective, but also for our deep knowledge of their operations. We bring stability and continuity to an ever-changing client base. We also bring a deep understanding of state policy and regulation, which gives us an advantage over firms that have not operated before in the state marketplace. We are both a customer service arm and the public face of our state clients, but we are so much more. We serve as an agent of state government, helping states to run their day-to-day operations.The second reason why we stand out from among our competitors is that we can move quickly and at scale. We have over 11,000 customer service representatives across the country, and we scale up as much as 40% during surges, such as open enrollment. During COVID alone, we increased our hiring by over 85%. We stood up 29 programs, many in a matter of just weeks, yielding over $900 million in cumulative revenue. In FY ‘21 alone, we handled over 23 million calls over 66 different programs. We have the flexibility to do what our state clients can't do, and our reliability and our ability to do the impossible keeps clients coming back to Maximus year after year. The third reason that we remain competitive is that our customers trust us. We have supported14 different state clients for more than 15 years, and we've worked with our three largest states -- California, Texas, and New York
-- for over two decades each. We have a history of successful delivery, so our clients continue to extend and expand our contracts. Growth in our market is based upon experience, reliability, and trust. Now, let's take a look at our growth history. Our core services have expanded over the years as our Health and Human Services markets have grown. The U.S. Services segment is the oldestbusiness segment at Maximus, and it operates some of our most well-established and flagship programs. In 1988, Los Angeles County outsourced the very first Welfare to Work program in the nation, and Maximus was the successful bidder on the contract. And that contract was the very first BPS contract at Maximus.

Page 17 of 48 I am proud to say that 34 years later, we still operate that contract today. Our portfolio has grown from the tens of millions of dollars when we first began doing BPS services to over $1.6 billion today. Increases in Medicaid spending have also impacted our growth. And to give you a perspective on this, this past year in 2021, Medicaid spending was $721 billion, very close to the $741 billion spent on the Department of Defense. And in the next five years, Medicaid spending is projected to exceed $1 trillion. So for these reasons, states are laser focused on outsourcing to companies like Maximus as a means to reduce growing Medicaid costs. Two other events have driven up the growth in our space. The first is managed care and thesecond is the Affordable Care Act. With the advent of managed care in the late 1990s, the federal government had to ensure that health plans were not improperly marketing their services toinexperienced consumers. So federal law required that states establish an independent enrollment broker, an organization with no financial ties to health plans, to help consumers choose the right health plan for them and for their families. Today, we serve as the enrollment broker for over 64% of the Medicaid population, and that population has grown from about 35 million in the late 1990s when managed care began, to over 87 million today. We have been the market leader in the space for over three decades, and wehave worked in 22 states around the country. The Affordable Care Act also opened up new populations for Maximus to serve through the operation of state-based exchanges. We were fortunate to be able to build on our enrollment broker platform to assist states in setting up some of the first state-based exchanges in the country. And since ACA was passed, we have operated these exchanges in eight states, more than any other vendor in the nation.Another major and important growth factor has been states' needs to reduce the cost of care for their neediest citizens. 20% of the Medicaid beneficiaries make up 80% of the cost to states. So states need to ensure that these very high-cost individuals receive the right type and level ofcare. In past years, health plans both assessed individuals for service needs and then
provided those services themselves. So there was no financial incentive for plans to reduce costs. As a result, states began to contract with independent assessors to reduce the cost for these most expensive citizens. Our status as an already independent enrollment broker allowed us togrow this market significantly. Today, we conduct over a half a million assessments annually. Andby this time next year, we'll be conducting over a million assessments annually, or 4300 assessments every day. Over the last four years, we have grown into the largest provider of these services in the country, and this is an important and high growth market for us.Finally, technology modernization has provided us with new opportunities for steady revenuegrowth. As Health and Human Services programs have expanded, so have the technology

Page 18 of 48 platforms that support them. States are looking for vendors to not just provide the people but also the underlying technology to automate services and make them more efficient forconsumers. Years ago, the focus of our service delivery was to set up a local -- an office in a local communities so that consumers could come into that office to receive services. Today, our focusis to provide the same services through a website or a smart phone or a social media platform.We have grown and evolved as our state partners have grown, and we will be well-positioned totake on the next evolution in state government services. Next, I want to focus on the macro factors that will influence our future growth. First, our political environments are changing, so it's important to know that the work that we do for states is politically agnostic. Entitlement programs have withstood the test of time, and the types of services that government outsources have grown over the years. And while administrations may differ in how they operate Medicaid programs -- New York and California will always operate them differently than Texas and Oklahoma -- Medicaid and the Affordable Care Act are not going away, and both programs continue to grow. The second important factor is that we benefit from any major social or environmental change. COVID brought us unique opportunities to help our state clients with a never before seen pandemic. It also brought us new markets. We not only help states support short-term COVIDneeds such as contact tracing and vaccine scheduling, but we now have ongoing contracts to help states address needs that transcend COVID, like in processing unemployment insurance claims and conducting facility assessments. Additionally, once the public health emergency is lifted, we will help states determine whether or not 87 million adults and children are still eligible for benefits, and what benefits they are stilleligible for. We have supported wildfires in California, floods in Texas, and we will continue to bethe go-to organization for our state clients. Finally, the modernization of government services brings expanded opportunities for Maximus. We have seen enormous change in state government over the years, as they adapt to what
thepublic now expects, in terms of service delivery. Eligibility used to be showing up in a governmentoffice with your shoebox full of pay stubs and receipts to talk to an eligibility worker aboutapplying for benefits. Today, we build out applications that allow people to take a picture of their pay stubs and their receipts from their home and securely upload them to us. Today, the public expects to do business with state government the same way that they do business commercially. Next, I want to spend a minute on our people. Post-COVID attrition is clearly top of mind forcompanies across the globe, and we have also seen our challenges in retaining some of our line staff. But it's significant to know that over 85% of the U.S. services leadership team has been with Maximus for over a decade, and most of them for over two decades. We've also been fortunate to supplement these tenured leaders with strong new talent, experienced in the markets we've targeted for our future growth. What attracts and keeps talent at Maximus is our mission of serving the neediest citizens.

Page 19 of 48 In addition, our large footprint across all 50 states and the diversity of the services that we provide, provides continuous opportunity for career advancement and growth for our teams. Weare recognized not only for our strong client relationships, but also for the intimacy that ourteams have with both our customers and with the consumers that they serve. Our staff are the foundation upon which we build our future growth, and we're proud of their commitment to Maximus. And I am proud to be a part of their team. So, given all that we have covered today, what is our strategy for continued growth? We see three key avenues for growth in future years, all of which reflect the strategic pillars that Bruce outlined in the beginning of this presentation. The first is to build upon our well established national platform and expand into new states in adjacent markets. The successful operation of large, complex entitlement programs continues to be a challenge for states. Not every state outsources every program, and those programs that are outsourced are often outsourced differently around the country. No vendor operates thesame program in all 50 states and even operating the same program in half of the states wouldbe extraordinary. So there are ongoing opportunities for us for future growth, and we are wellpositioned to expand our footprint into new states and into new markets. The second overall strategy is continued expansion in the clinical assessments space. We started about four years ago providing a small group of very specialized assessments. Today we haveexpanded into a diverse portfolio of assessment types and services. We assess adults, children, and the elderly, and we conduct assessments in home, community, and institutional settings. In addition, we have expanded into not only the assessment of people but also the inspection of facilities. We conduct inspection of vaccine sites to ensure that they are complying with all safety protocols, like keeping vaccines properly stored and kept at the right temperature. We also inspect nursing homes for compliance with infection control standards to ensure that they're complying with all federal and state safety regulations. To give you a real life example of what we do
in this market let me read you a few sentences from a note I received just a few days ago from a mom about her son who is seeking services throughone of our contracts. Her child has incredibly complex medical needs and is one of those veryexpensive consumers that I spoke about earlier. This mom has been trying to navigate the maze of government services and wrote me about the experience she had working with one of our nurses. Here is what she wrote. “My son is seven years old and has a variety of diagnoses including disruptive mood regulation disorder, ADHD, anxiety, depression, and most recentlyautism. Navigating the realm of social services and medical insurance has been overwhelmingand at times debilitating. However, by the grace of God I was put in contact with one of your nurses. She has been truly a life saver. She clearly explains the processes, timelines, and manages my expectations. She has been the steady hand in this crazy journey that I have been on.” This is what Maximus does in the assessment space. We help consumers navigate the complexity

Page 20 of 48 of state government services and we help states ensure that these really needy and expensive consumers like this child receive the services that they so desperately need. This is an important and emerging market that is essential to states, as it ensures that Medicaid dollars are being well spent. And so we're focused on exploring new states and new opportunities.The third prong in our strategy is to take advantage of state governments' focus on technologymodernization. States are moving to both modernize and simplify their technology platforms. States used to contract for single consolidated technology platforms to handle all of the services for both Medicaid members and providers. These were large, complex, high-risk contracts which took years to build, often with less than satisfactory results. These contracts were held by a handful of entrenched incumbents, and the barriers to entry and the risks were high, all of thismaking this very large market basically unattractive to us. However, states are now breaking these large contracts into smaller pieces and outsourcing each component separately. This reduces both the risk and the cost not only for the state but also for the vendor.And since the federal government pays for 90% of these costs, the Feds are now requiring statesto contract out in this new more modular fashion. So this opens up new opportunities forMaximus in the technology space where before the barriers to entry were too high. We have already been successful in four states in building a platform to enroll providers who want toservice Medicaid beneficiaries. We expect about 16 separate opportunities in this market in the next 12 to 36 months. So in closing what are the key messages you should take away from this presentation? First, we've been supporting states and delivering health and human services programs for more than three decades, and our services support some of the largest domestic programs in the nation. Thebarriers to entry in our market are high. We deliver complicated programs tied to complex policy and regulation, which means we must know not only how to build the car but also how to drive it. We have deep customer intimacy and we are trusted partners to our state clients. Our sharp focus on government is
important not only to our clients but also to our staff, as it helps us attract and retain strong talent in a competitive labor market. And finally, we look forward to continued growth in FY ‘23 as we emerge from COVID with double-digit margins. Weare excited for what the future holds for us, for continued growth in the 50 states and territories that make up the U.S. services segment. Thank you. I now turn it over to Kevin Reilly to talk about our outside of the U.S. segment after a brief video on our new look and feel. [Transition video played]. Kevin ReillyGood morning. As others have said, thank you for joining us today. We appreciate your focus on Maximus. Terry and Ilene have covered our U.S. operations with you, so I'd like to take you on a

Page 21 of 48 tour of our operations outside the United States. Of course, while there are many similarities andsome differences between our U.S. and outside the U.S. operations, you will note a few common themes. Like our U.S. businesses, there is attractive growth potential outside the U.S., especiallyin government, health, and social services. We are building a strong track record serving governments and delivering specialized and complex programs, and we have established a reputation as a trusted and reliable partner which is strong today and getting stronger.Today I will cover three touchpoints that will provide you insight into our business strategy and an understanding of our competitive advantages. Number one: what we do, where we do it, and what makes us different. Number two: our strategic and disciplined approach to new market entry. And number three: our operational focus to land, execute, and expand through diversification and bring the full suite of Maximus solutions to our customers. I've been with Maximus for over 17 years and involved with the strategic cycle of land, execute,and expand in almost all of our geographies. Later in my presentation I will provide you with anexample of how we apply this model to the UK market. By the end of my presentation I hope that you will have a greater understanding and appreciation of the Maximus strategy and our competitive advantages in our OUS segment. Let's get started. You all will be aware that the OUS segment makes up nearly 20% of the Maximus portfolio. But what do we do? More than half of our OUS portfolio comes from employment services, including general employment programs for government and specialized services for target cohorts such as people with disabilities or others who face barriers to long term sustained employment. In addition, we provide skills training and upscaling for job seekers. In short, our team improves the lives of many of the most vulnerable communities, helping ensure policy translates into outcomes that matter. We approach our work with a fundamentalgoal in mind to make a meaningful impact on people's lives. Approximately 29% of our delivery comes from clinical services such as health and
disability assessments and occupational health and wellness. The balance comes from program services and technology, such as citizen engagement contact centers and benefit programs claims administration. Many of these services are complimentary to one another and provide synergies with government agencies.I have shared with you what we do, and now I'll share what sets us apart from the competition. We have a global portfolio of demonstrated performance based contracting, making us a trusted delivery partner to our government clients. We are disciplined in our approach to new market entry with an ability to affect global knowledge transfer to local teams. This knowledge transfer allows us to grow and diversify our portfolio with proven service offerings from other parts of Maximus.

Page 22 of 48 We are reimagining how we support delivery models through applying and leveraging technology and providing thought leadership to our customers. Our financial strength allows us to make investments in technology shared across our geographies and programs. In addition, it provides us with the ability to add in-country capabilities through tuck in acquisitions. We are often askedhow we choose to enter a given geography. I can assure you it is not random and we employ a disciplined, multi-phase approach made up of the following: a country specific assessment basedon the business environment and its favorability and ability to conduct business, potential for long term growth specifically assessing multiple business lines, entry opportunity assessment which identifies tangible funded opportunities followed by our standard opportunity review, andbespoke new country implementation planning. Our first wave of expansion OUS was within the Commonwealth nations of Canada, Australia, and the UK. The second wave has been in emerging markets for Maximus where we have assessed the opportunity for profitable long term growth. When we enter a new geography our strategy is to land, execute, and expand. Currently we are very much in the execute and expand phases in all geographies. This execution phase is critical, as it includes classic contract execution and maturing of the workforce and leadership team to enable a strong foundation for further growth. This organizational maturity is the cornerstone on which we build our reputation for quality and integrity, positioning Maximus as a trusted partner to government. The UK is great example of where we have fully executed this strategy through the diversification of clients and services to include employment, clinical, and program operations. Let's walk through the UK story. In 2008 we landed with a small acquisition with an eye towards a largefunded near term opportunity by the name of Flexible New Deal, which we bid for and won significant market share. We then executed on that contract and the subsequent work programcontract. In 2013 we made another important acquisition in the health market, with an eye towards a verylarge opportunity requiring both clinical
and BPS qualifications, diversifying our lines of business in the UK. In 2015 we bid and won that contract called Health Assessment Advisory Service, orHAAS, driving growth of the business of 10x over five years. Around the same time we made another very small acquisition with a long track record of supporting people with disabilities into work, broadening our employment services offerings. In 2021 we further expanded our business portfolio organically with a maximum award of two prime lots on the employment services restart contract. Also in late 2021 we made another strategic tuck-in acquisition of a contact center business providing us with the capabilities to compete in the program services market in the UK, and one in which we are a dominant player in the U.S.. The successful execution of these programs, building our reputation as a trusted and capable partner, and our broad portfolio of service offerings position us well for 2023 and beyond. Here is a view of the services we currently provide by country represented by the checkmarks as well

Page 23 of 48 as our near to medium term future offerings in each market, identified by the forward facing arrows. Ideally we'd offer the full suite of Maximus capabilities in all of our geographies, however we carefully prioritize both the demand and where we will have the highest probability of success in delivering services at scale. You can see from this chart that we have a lot of opportunities forgrowth.This leads us to our top growth opportunities, where it should not be a surprise to anyone iswithin our most mature and diverse portfolio, the United Kingdom. We have opportunities outside of the Department of Work and Pensions such as the Ministry of Defense and Ministry of Justice, mental health and wellbeing and intermediate care coordination, enabled by our positionon the NHS access and discharge framework, and broadening our service offerings and growingour contact center capability. We have opportunities for growth in our other geographies as well, such as scaling our clinical capabilities and training services. These opportunities align with the corporate strategic pillars ofclinical and customer experience digitally enabled BPS. The goals and focus areas for this segmentare threefold. Create sustainable organic growth through smart investments such as those indigital technologies, advanced analytics, and AI machine learning which will unlock new growth opportunities where customers seek innovative and improved experiences in accessinggovernment services. Create global synergies across the OUS segment. And improve the bottomline by diversifying the portfolio with expansion into traditional adjacencies with new and existing clients and executing on starter programs to realize the return on our investments to achievesteady state margins in the mid to high single digits. The pandemic created significant disruption to the OUS business segment, with multiple waves of lockdowns in all countries, limiting face to face delivery on our contracts and pushing severalnew procurements to the right. However, we have emerged with an improved hybrid deliverymodel that positions us well for executing on our investments. I'm hoping I've provided some insight into our business outside the U.S.. But at the highest
level,the things I'd like you to take away are the attractive growth potential, a strong track record ofdelivery, an established and trusted partner to government. We're building a competitive edgeby aligning strategic objectives and leveraging cross functional collaboration across the Maximus organization. And as I mentioned in our segment goals, we're focused on margin growth.Thanks again for your time and interest in Maximus. And now I will turn it over to David. David Mutryn Good morning. I'm David Mutryn. My intent is to provide more financial insight into our business that follows from what you've heard so far. The past two years have been incredibly dynamic and transformative for Maximus. With that in mind, I'll start with some remarks about our business today and then I'll dive into our expectations for growth in margins going forward as we emergefrom the effects of the COVID pandemic and more fully realize the synergies from our recent

Page 24 of 48 acquisitions. I'll also provide more about our cash flows, capital allocation priorities, and our M&Astrategy. We are a pure play government services provider. About half of our revenue comes from U.S. federal government agencies with the remainder split between U.S. state government agenciesand international governments. As a provider to government, we have long term contracts with our customers as seen in our weighted average contract life of over seven years. We have acontract backlog of $11.2 billion which means we expect that amount of revenue over the remaining life of our contracts. This provides excellent revenue visibility. In fact, we typicallyexpect at least 90% of the next year's revenue to come from our backlog of contracts. As a services company we have low CapEx requirements and high cash conversion. More on that later. As for how we are paid, our government customers use a variety of contract structures that fall into these four categories. Moving up the line typically brings more risk to us but also the opportunity for higher margin. Starting at the bottom, cost plus means we are reimbursed for all costs plus a fixed fee or a variable or award fee. These contracts typically carry single digit margins but come with low risk. Next is time and materials, or labor rate per hour. These contracts typically have high single digit or low double digit margins. Last, performance based and fixed price. These are both different variation of fixed price contracts, and you can see some specific examples of pay points that we have on our performance based contracts. A fixed price or fixed unit price is riskier but can deliver double digit margins. Our currently breakdown is approximately 30% cost plus, 15% T&M, and the remaining 55% fixed price and performance based. Turning to historical performance, we can see our revenue and EPS performance over the past 10 years. As you can see we've delivered strong top and bottom line growth over that period. Our revenue and EPS have both grown at a compound annual growth rate of over 15%. Let me pause here and reflect on the effects of the COVID pandemic on our business. You can see that most clearly on the EPS chart at the bottom. When
the pandemic began in our fiscal year 20 we saw immediate headwinds on some of our core programs. The major one that persists is thepause on Medicaid redeterminations that coincides with the national public health emergency,or PHE. While these headwinds put pressure on our core profitability they were soon offset by alarge volume of short term contracts with government customers with COVID response work such as contact tracing, unemployment insurance support, and COVID vaccination support.Revenue from these short term contracts was $250 million in our fiscal year 20, surging to $1.1 billion in fiscal year 21 and falling to an estimated $300 million in our current fiscal year 2022. Aswe have described on recent earnings calls, we are now in a period where the bulk of the short term work has ended. Meanwhile, Medicaid redeterminations remain paused, meaning our core programs are not operating at their full earnings potential. Now let me focus in on revenue. We have a history of organic revenue growth, and our focusremains on driving organic growth which has a high return on invested capital and drives

Page 25 of 48 substantial shareholder value. Over the last 10 years, our average organic growth rate is nine percent. While the short term COVID response work has declined as expected, our recent new business awards have been strong and give us confidence that our target of sustainable mid- single digit organic growth is achievable. One metric that we've been tracking but haven't historically reported is book to bill. That is, the ratio of our signed contract awards, new business, and rebids divided by our revenue in the same period. Over the past 12 months, our book to bill is 1.3 times. This number exceeding one means that our backlog is growing and is a good leading indicator of future organic growth. Including acquisitions, we should be able to deliver at least 10% total revenue growth over time although acquisitions by nature can be lumpy rather than spread evenly from year to year. Turning to the bottom line, we provide guidance for GAAP and adjusted earnings. To be clear, the only adjustment we make is to exclude the amortization of intangible assets. This is a non- cash expense that has growth substantially as a result of recent M&A activity to $90 million peryear and we expect this level of expense to continue. Given the sudden increase, OI marginexcluding intangible amortization provides a good comparison for how our contracts areperforming relative to historical periods. For fiscal year 22, you can see here the guidance ranges for GAAP and adjusted EPS that we provided on our May 5th earnings call. On the call I noted that if the PHE is extended beyond the current end date of mid-July, which means Medicaid redeterminations remain paused, we would expect to be in the lower half of the guidance range. Since we did not see CMS send the required 60 days' notice to states last week we now believe that the PHE will most likely be extended another 90 days. So to be clear, if that happens we'd expect to land in the lower half of our EPS guidance ranges. Turning to margins, first some recent history on the right. In fiscal year 19, before COVID, our adjusted OI margin was 12.1%. Over the next few years you can see that pattern that follows from the effects of COVID on our business. Headwinds on core
programs depressed margins in fiscal year 20, but then the short term COVID response work enhanced them in fiscal year 21. Thedip in fiscal year 22 is reflective of the COVID response work tailing off while we still experience headwinds on our core programs. Our current expectation for the adjusted OI margin once the PHE ends is 9 to 12%, which approaches the fiscal year 19 level. This translates to seven to 10% GAAP OI margin. You can think of this as our near term expectation. Let me take you through each segment on the left. U.S. services, which is the segment impacted by the PHE, is expected to recover to the range of 11 to14%. This is the highest of the three segments reflecting the healthy mix of fixed price and performance based contracts. However, this is lower than the margins that the segment delivered in the two years leading up to COVID, which topped out in the high teens. While lower, this range is more indicative of our current portfolio of contracts in the segment.Some of the new contracts that we have won over the past few years are operating at a lower margin, which is not unusual in early years. We have a history of driving margin improvement

Page 26 of 48 over the life of our contracts. U.S. federal is expected to deliver margins in the 10 to 12% range.This is a notable increase over the past few years, and it's driven by our growth and diversification into clinical and technology services both bolstered by recent acquisitions. Outside the U.S. has pressure on margins during COVID and as we ramped up recent new award start-ups. But as these have matured we see mid-single margin potential or 3 to 7%.Looking forward, over the longer term we intend to drive further margin improvement from these levels as we execute on a strategy and expand our work in clinical services and technology. For the next three to five years we are targeting margin improvement of 100 to 200 basis points.This puts our target at 10 to 14% adjusted, or eight to 12% GAAP OI margin. You can think of this as our longer term expectation. Let me pause here to point out that in the appendix we'veincluded a slide that shows how we compare to the government services peer group on a number of metrics. Given our increasing share of U.S. federal customers we believe that this is the most appropriate peer group for comparison. The margin ranges I've laid out here compare favorably with margins in that peer group. Next is cash flows. As I said, our business has high cash conversion. By that I mean that our profit is supported by free cash flow. The chart shows how our free cash flow has exceeded our net income over the past several years. Fiscal year 2021 had significant benefit from working capital reductions which have corresponding negative impacts in fiscal year 20 and fiscal year 2022. Looking at the three years together, free cash flow was 1.3 times net income over the period. We expect to meet or exceed this level of 1.3 times over the next several years, though there may besome variability by year. Now a few words about how we think about capital allocation. Our capital allocation strategy is relatively simple. First we allocate our cash flows to support organic growth investments. Most of this simply runs through our P&L and is embedded in our margins. Second, we pay a dividend that we intend to grow along with the growth of the company. Specifically, we target a dividendyield of
one to two percent. Third, we are acquisitive. We continue to believe that we can drive substantial value by strategic acquisitions that drive organic growth over the long term. Share purchases come forth and we consider them opportunistically. Our debt to EBITDA ratio at March31st was 2.4 times. We intend to maintain the ratio between two and three times. So how do we evaluate M&A opportunities? The number one objective is to drive organic growth.This can result from new customers or new capabilities or by building scale in our strategicmarkets. We generally look for revenue synergies, or in other words opportunities where the two companies can grow faster together than apart. Another way to articulate that is we look for a third pipeline. Each company may have its own pipeline of opportunities and then there may be a third unlocked by the combination. Next we focus on ensuring a strong cultural fit, which is imperative with a services company. Ofcourse we look for sustainable growth in margins that are appropriate relative to our current

Page 27 of 48 level of performance. You may wonder about cost synergies. These may occur but they're nottypically one of the primary value drivers. And then we're sometimes asked about how we evaluate the valuations. The short answer is that there is no single metric we rely on. It's a combination of what you see here with again a priority on driving organic growth. We included a slide in the appendix called the M&A scorecard, which details how recent acquisitions have fit within this framework.On this last slide I'm showing again the key metrics for which we've laid out our expectations for the coming years. Speaking for the management team, we believe we are very well positioned todrive organic growth and margin improvement over this next phase. Thank you for your time this morning. At this stage we will take a short break and then regroup for Q&A. Thank you.[Transition video played]. Madison West Thank you for joining us for the question and answer session. And thank you all for your presentations today. To get us started, Bruce, what investments is Maximus making to continue improving the successful execution of the sales pipeline? And should we expect the pipeline to grow meaningfully over the next three to five years? Bruce Caswell Thanks for the question, Madison. So really it all begins with our people. And I'll make the point that Terry did in her prepared remarks that we've been making solid investments in our sales organization. But importantly and I think we'd all conclude this having been in this industry for some time, that it comes down to customer intimacy and really having the credibility to engage with the customer, understand their issues, and how we can best solution those. So we've made significant investments as an organization in deepening our bench so we can work more closely with our customers. So it begins with that. But also, our technology partners are critical parts of our overall sales effort. And particularly in the federal community we've got technology partners that we go to market with. It's an environment that many in the industry would characterize as coopetition where you're teaming and partnering all the time. And in federal also in particular it's important to recognize that smallbusiness relationships are
very critical as well. So we've worked hard as a company to develop a constellation of small business partners. We get involved in mentor protégé programs and we help really develop businesses of the future through those relationships. And that's important because there's a very strong emphasis in federal and a growing emphasis in federal and we're seeing to some degree in the state markets on small business participationin those markets. So with that said, we've been -- turning to the next question which is how will the pipeline respond -- we've been very deliberate in identifying markets to expand into through our three to five year strategic refresh that as I said in my prepared remarks will ultimately create

Page 28 of 48 a playing field, if you will, an addressable market of about $150 billion growing at a mid-single digit rate over the foreseeable future for Maximus to play in. It's a very much worthwhile conclusion to draw that as we execute on this strategy we should see the pipeline grow in response to that.Madison West Great. Thank you. So labor shortage and the recession have been a key theme across sectors. Could you discuss the positives and negatives of your business operations during recessionaryperiods? And, you know, looking at what parts are more resilient or more susceptible what havebeen the impacts to margins and do the current market condition -- what do the current market conditions mean for your strategy? Bruce Caswell Great. Okay. So I think we'd like to address -- I'd like to address this in two parts and I'll ask Davidto comment on the margin component and our labor costs and what we're seeing in terms of inflationary, you know, pressures. As a -- and it's difficult to speculate at this point of course whether we'll see a recession, whether we may even be in the early stages of a recession. So let me talk about the business model. A great way to think about it is to look back at the last recession. And when we had the Great Recession in 2008 and 2009 I felt that the business responded well and was quite resilient. And look, also at the pandemic there's quite a difference of course in terms of the flow of government money into the system in response to the pandemic versus the funding that was provided during the Great Recession. But in both instances we demonstrated the ability to respond as demand for programs increased. And it's a, you know, fair conclusion to draw that in a recessionaryenvironment if more individuals are relying on government supports and the social safety netsand so forth, the volumes we could see sustained at a higher level or grow to a higher level than you would see in a more full employment economy. Our business model is structured to accommodate that. And if anything I think it's become, you know, as I commented in my prepared remarks, more resilient and more agile as a consequence of the pandemic. Witness our ability in our U.S. services business to still have nearly 70% of ouremployees in a work
from home model. Witness the investment we made in moving to the cloud for both our application infrastructure and our telephony. So I think that those have contributed to our having a highly variable cost model that's able to scale up and down in response to changing economic conditions. But David, how would you address the question as it relates to margins? David Mutryn Sure. As far as the impact on margins I will point out that labor is our most -- our biggest cost. And so wage pressures do impact our margins to some extent. So as I think about it in the near

Page 29 of 48 term we do have long term contracts with our customers. We tend to price those at the beginning and we do build in labor escalation to our pricing. To the extent that wages are rising faster than what we've priced there could be pressure in particular on the fixed price portion of our work,which is a little bit more than half of our current contracts.I think in the longer term it's fair to say that any pressures we face are also faced by our competitors, so we do believe that we'll be able to price in any changes to labor on a go forward basis as our portfolio evolves over time. I think that -- I think that sums it up. Madison West Could you give us an update on the federal acquisitions and how are they tracking to the original business case and how are they helping the pipeline of opportunities? Bruce Caswell I'll ask Terry to address this, but I do want to begin by saying on our prior earnings calls I've been -- I've commented on how pleased we've been with the federal acquisitions, the integration that we've accomplished, and how they've tracked well. So I think you'll be pleased to hear a little bitmore in terms of the details from Terry. But I would say at the top level things are going very much as planned. Terry? Teresa WeipertSure. As you just mentioned, the transition and the transformation strategy that we put in place going very well. We're performing at the expected levels that we and the outcomes that we forecasted. But, you know, touch a little bit more detail on a couple of them. Attain -- with the attain one which is really our technology solutions and consulting practices, we recently celebrated a one year anniversary, and we continue to build on the attain acquisition as the foundation of our technology consulting organization. Our recent hire who will lead this group has 20 plus years of experience from Booz Allen, is goingto expand that business. He'll continue to build that pipeline and retain the business that wecurrently have as well again as expand on that for the future growth areas. Especially, you know, I've commented earlier about SEC. That's one of the areas that we are very focused on from a technology consultant organization. And so we're real excited about that. And then recently we were awarded the Department of Defense Joint Artificial
Intelligence Center data readiness for artificial intelligence -- I bet you guys all can't say that twice, but -- which is basically a basic order agreement. The DOD established this program to provide andeasily accessible path to innovative commercial capabilities and solutions. And so we're real excited about that. It's a real good example of an expansion off of our existing work and the team that's there today. The VES acquisition, the Veterans Evaluation Services, we continue to work closely with VA tomeet the demand, including some changes in terms of some additional coverage. We recently

Page 30 of 48 were awarded what we refer to as district six and seven. District six is -- covers active military and the military folks that are about to be discharged or redeployed. Also district seven covers the OCONUS or the international components of active as well as soon to be discharged personnel. And that's an expansion. And I mentioned in my remarks earlier also that the legislative actions that are come about and some of the things that VA is doing is actually going to dramatically increase the flow and therequirements in this program. So all going along very well. Aidvantage, we successfully -- which is the Department of Education student loan activity -- wesuccessfully implemented 7.4 million borrowers with no interruption in service. And we sort of emphasize that because no interruption in service while we're doing a transition, bringing in lots of people, and doing new things, you know, it takes a lot of planning and the teams are very focused on that. We're maintaining and supporting it all in accordance with the contract and what our FSA client tells us to do. Thank you. Madison West Thank you. Could you talk about the competitive landscape and how it has evolved? Bruce Caswell Wow, so this is a question that really spans all of our business segments, and I'll offer maybe a top level comment from a total company perspective and then hand it off first to Terry tocomment on federal services. So we live in a marketplace that's constantly evolving and obviously the competitive landscape is going to differ according to the segments of the business that we're participating in. So our very active, for example, entering more definitively in the technology services area and federal expanded the competitive environment that we're -- that we're facing. But I would say overall we've seen a fairly consistent composition of competitors across our markets without a strong surge or new entrants into any particular areas. But Terry, how would you characterize U.S. federal?Teresa WeipertSure. First of all the -- in a -- from a larger competitors, this would include people like General Dynamics, Information Technology, ManTech, Conduent, some of the folks that we see today. But within the technology sector and some of the expansion strategy
and things that we're doing today, our primary competitors are IBM, Leidos, Accenture, Deloitte, Booz Allen Hamilton, andsome other federal contractors. And certainly there is a client focus on the small businesscommunity as well. Not necessarily competitors, they're partnering -- we'll be partnering with them. But there's definitely an expansion going on with focus on the small business community.

Page 31 of 48 Bruce Caswell That's great. Ilene, what's going on in U.S. services? Ilene BaylinsonWow. COVID definitely drove diversity in our market. Primarily just because of the sheer volume of new opportunities that we saw, and I think also cause a lot of them were in the core contactcenter space. But we really haven't seen penetration into our core markets I think primarily because of the high level of technical knowledge and expertise about state and local governmentand regulation that's really a barrier to entry into our market space. Many of our competitors in our core markets have remained the same. With the publicly traded companies, Conduent's been in the business for years. Some of the larger private players,Gainwell and Deloitte have been there and there's also a few smaller private firms too.The other competitor which is really a positive competitor is the in-source governmentworkforce. So we particularly with COVID were able to partner with some of our state government clients to support and supplement the work that they were doing. A great example of that is in the unemployment insurance area where we were able to help clients process claims,answer backlog phone calls, provide program integrity support. And we're hopeful that thisbusiness is going to continue on into the future. Bruce Caswell Great. Kevin, what are you seeing outside the U.S.? Kevin ReillySure. We do not have one common competitor across our health and human services portfoliooutside the U.S.. However, we do see regional competitors. So as an example in the UK we often see Atos and Capita from time to time Optum or Serco. And in the other geographies that we're in we'll see smaller competitors and not for profits that are native to the local geography. Bruce Caswell Great. Madison West Well so as a follow up to that, long term does it make sense to remain in some other countries if opportunities diminish? Bruce Caswell Well I'll take that one. I would tell you that we're always looking at ways to optimize our portfolio of business and make sure that we're investing our resources but also the time and talent of the leadership team in prioritizing management's time and talent in a manner that leads to long term growth for the business.

Page 32 of 48 So as I mentioned in my presentation earlier, we pride ourselves on being able to adapt and havea very adaptable business model, very flexible business model that responds to changing political, economic, and other long term macro environmental conditions. These are constantly evolving. So it's all about dynamic business planning and resource allocation. As a consequence, we areconstantly analyzing our portfolio and determining those areas of the business that areperforming well and also looking at those that may need -- may be suitable for further evaluation. So as an investor in the company you should rest assured that there's a very strong process in place and we're looking at this on an ongoing basis at all times. Madison West Thank you. Appreciate that. David, the margins you laid out today are fairly large in range. What would need to happen to result in the upper end of those ranges -- what's the upside downsidescenario? David Mutryn Yeah, thanks. So I think in the near term the big unknown is still the timing of the PHE and howstates will respond exactly and the shape of the curve for resuming all the Medicaidredetermination. So that is reflected in the wider ranges which you can see for example that the U.S. services range is a little bit wider than the U.S. federal range. I think over the long term oneof the major factors is our mix of contract types, as I described the four different types that have different margin potential. Ultimately what we win from our pipeline and how our customers will choose to structure our contracts will play a role as well as how we operate to take advantage of the fixed price contracts that we have.The other thing I'd point out on our performance based contracts, particularly in U.S. services, volumes play a big role. So as volumes increase we can drive more efficiencies. Madison West Great. So turning to the federal pipeline, has it grown since President Biden took office? Bruce Caswell Terry, what would you say?Teresa WeipertWell, yes. I'd say it's a good time to be focused on health and civilian agencies. The budgetpriorities of the Administration -- of the current Administration have led to transformation and modernization programs. You see quite a bit of coverage on that and quite a bit of
interest fromthe agencies. Customer experience which was an executive order and the focus on delivering services to citizens through the various agencies. And then there -- clearly and I identified it in my earlier remarks, there are priorities around cyber-security. So quite a bit of growth there.

Page 33 of 48 Let me share some of the agencies, and I'm going to see if I can help define two differentapproaches. One is retention of our current business and also leveraging the knowledge that we have with those agencies. People like CMS, CDC, FSA, IRS, SEC, VA, just to throw out all those acronyms. But with those agencies we have current business, we have strong businessdevelopment teams and program teams, and we intend to expand in those agencies. It's very important to us today and is important to us actually as we do our organic growth. Some new expansion opportunities for us happen to be in Department of Homeland Security, DSA, the Army, Department of Energy, and Department of State, both who have identified key modernization and transformation programs. And these are again a good example of wherewe're hiring the leadership and the people that are needed to work and expand in thoseopportunities. Madison West Great. Thank you. Bruce, one of our participants asked if you're seeing a change in the number of post-award protests.Bruce Caswell So I'd answer that by saying in the very nearest term the answer would probably be no. But if I were to look back over the last five years or so I do remember our general counsel saying wow, we've never lived in a time where we've seen as many post-award protests. And I think what spoke to that trend, certainly pre-pandemic, was the fact that there was reduced spending in the civilian agency space compared to some of the other federal agencies. And so with feweropportunities to go around, logically they were being, you know, challenged and fought after,fueled by the competitors a bit more aggressively. Then we entered the pandemic period and candidly for many of us in the industry it was all we could do to keep up with, you know, responding to the opportunities. You know, I think that as we, you know, if you were to get some color and we will in just a moment from the generalmanagers you'd hear that the competitive landscape kind of softened a bit and there was a, you know, diminution if you will of protests at that time. I would say just looking at the market presently though that this is still something that you bake into your procurement timeline. And
generally when we're looking at a procurement wegenerally anticipate that there will be some type of protest. And so we try to bake that in in terms of when we're forecasting the award and when we'd actually see revenue flow from anopportunity. But, you know, Ilene would you like to comment any further on that in terms of what you've seen in your environment? And then we could maybe go to Kevin and Terry as well. Ilene Baylinson

Page 34 of 48 Sure. So I think in our core markets we still see those major competitive procurements being protested the same way that they have been in the past. I think we saw a little bit of a waning in protests during COVID. As you pointed out, the sheer opportunities and the really tight timelines made protests almost infeasible both for the protestees as well as for the government agencies.But I think we've -- I think things have kind of plateaued off and we're seeing things kind of get back to that normal protest level.Kevin ReillyYeah, outside the U.S. it's a little bit different. The procurements don't necessarily allow forprotest. However that being said, you know, after every procurement win or lose we're looking for feedback from the customer so that we can get a better sense of what they're looking for so we can have a more competitive bid next time around. Bruce Caswell Yeah. Terry what do you see? Teresa WeipertWell I think, you know, there -- in the prior Administration and specifically in the civilian spacemaybe less opportunities, which meant everything was hotly contested. The COVID comments that everyone's been making certainly slowed things down. I also think that as I see things goingforward there are some large opportunities that will be coming out. We're excited obviously to participate in those. And I think the procurement agencies, our clients themselves, are working very hard through this post award protest period to see if they can sort of level it out. So we haven't seen a lot yet. Do I anticipate more? Perhaps. Madison West Continuing on that forward looking message, if we look forward five years from now will the mix between the U.S. and international business look very different? And how has the companychanged the approach to going after international opportunities? Bruce Caswell Sure. So I'll begin and then hand it off to Kevin to add a bit more color from the segmentperspective. As a reminder, our outside the U.S. business right now represents about 20% of ouroverall company revenues with 80% being the United States. Kevin mentioned in his earlier remarks today that when he laid out the land, execute, expand strategy that we're really definitively in the execute and expand phases. And I think what you should take
away from thatis that it's not our intent necessarily to grow the geographic footprint of the business. But rather to fill in if you will the opportunities still in front of us in that business segment. So if I think about that business though together with the U.S. business we also see tremendous opportunity in particular in the U.S. and in particular in the U.S. federal government which is the

Page 35 of 48 largest customer in the world, and we'd expect that business opportunity to grow, you know, formatively over the coming years. So will that even with execution of our strategy and a balanced fashion shift the ratio? Maybe not. So, but Kevin how are you seeing things?Kevin ReillySure. Yeah. Thanks. Yeah, we're looking to grow just like the U.S. segments. And as you saw inmy presentation, we have opportunity in all our geographies to grow organically and through tuck in acquisitions to pull through capabilities that we need in country. You know, we have ahealthy competition among the general managers, Ilene and Terry and I. And so while I’m cheering on my peers, I look forward to trying to maintain our fair share of the Maximus portfolio.Bruce Caswell Yeah. Madison West So, Bruce, in your strategy today you spent a good amount of time talking about our people and moving people forward. In my opening remarks we talked about the common theme that peopleare our greatest asset. So turning to our approach on human resources, how has that resulted in lower employee turnover or recruitment costs? Bruce Caswell It's a really good question. Let me begin by saying we've learned a great deal through thepandemic about a flexible operating model that ultimately will be I think a part of our business on a go forward basis. I mentioned earlier that a large portion of our U.S. services employees are still working from home and Ilene will add some further color on that. But also we're finding as we work with our customers we can identify and agree on those positions that are best suited to a work from home model versus those that are perhaps better done in our centers. And some of the positions we have you might begin in a center as you go through training and your initial few months of work and once you've demonstrated and gotten to the point where you've -- can produce on a high quality basis you can earn the right to then go work from home. So I will say that's become a selling point for us in terms of recruitment. And in fact, often employees will say look at I'll, you know, this -- the difference between an opportunity where I may have the flexibility to work from home versus in a center, I'm going to go with
Maximus if Ihave that option down the road. I'll also say I wanted to share a bit of an anecdote. I had a conversation with a customer recently about this very topic and we were talking about the entire overall experience. And the customer said to me so what are you doing in terms of the employees' quality of life? Because people are suffering from the inflation that we're seeing, the higher, you know, higher costs across the board in particular transportation costs have gone up. And I got an email recently from an employeewho was asking this question. She said, you know, what do I need to do to earn a higher wage?

Page 36 of 48 Because I have to commute every day 60 miles to and from work, and if you're driving 120 miles a day to and from work that's costing you a lot in terms of the resources and your time. So the answer is we absolutely look at what we can do to help our employees get to the next level in the organization. And we work with our employees to identify opportunities for trainingand up-skilling so individuals can move into supervisory roles. This goes all the way down to working with them on pulling together their resume, if you will, and preparing for interviews forthe next position and coaching them on that. But also trying to figure out look, is this a position where there is some flexibility and that employee might be able to work from home on a more regular basis therefore saving those costs. So, look, it's -- in my view this is something -- this is about management's relationship directly with employees, having those conversations, coming to those conversations with perspective and empathy and making sure that we really are understanding getting back to our customer's question what are we doing to ensure and affect the quality of life of our employees. So how would I consider measuring our progress? We do employee engagement surveys on an annual basis. And our most recent employee engagement survey would suggest that the employees have seen improvement in a number of characteristics overall. And chief among those the total if you will value proposition, we call it employee value proposition in the HR community.But that's how they perceive their relationship to the company, their relationship to the mission, their relationship to their management, the compensation, the benefits, our focus on theirwellbeing, the total package. And the metrics in those areas have really been quite positive and I've been pleased to see that. Now, with that said, I'd like to turn it over to Ilene and Terry to comment a little bit because we have different groups of employees in the company obviously. We've got folks that are workingin customer contact centers in that capacity, but also folks that work in the clinical capacity, folks that work in a technology capacity. So how would you see obviously our efforts and how wouldyou characterize turnover and
recruitment issues in those categories? Ilene. Ilene BaylinsonI think in the both the clinical and technology areas we've seen challenges for all of the obvious reasons. We are hiring now hundreds and eventually thousands of nurses, nurses being probablythe hardest commodity to hire period full stop anywhere in the United States. And so I think we have adjusted our -- how we recruit, how we compensate, the types of services that we offer for our employees. And we've seen really massive improvements in those spaces. I think in terms of our general employee workforce, COVID has really allowed us to provide a broader range of options for our employees that I think has really helped the recruitment. So those employees to your example that have to commute 120 miles each way can work at home now. And we've developed new systems to better recruit people from home, to better train people from home, to better supervise people from home, to find ways to make our employees

Page 37 of 48 feel part of the overall Maximus community even if they are working at home. And I think that has made us a better and a stronger employer. And I think you've seen that reflected in our employee satisfaction scores. Bruce Caswell Yeah. Great points. Terry, how about your side of this? Teresa WeipertSure. On the technology side, to meet our new business our wins actually and also to staff certain positions we're seeing an increase in recruiting time and cost. And it's a challenge actually industry wide, so we're not unique here. Many of our peers are facing this too. And as a resultthough, in ours we're enhancing our processes, we're getting our -- we're enhancing our recruiting teams and we're very focused on it, delivering the value proposition actually of Maximus and the opportunity to come work here. So we'll definitely keep working it. Madison West Well to take that a step further, how has turnover and culture fared amidst all of our recent M&A activity? Bruce Caswell Actually I love this question because I had a board member as we were navigating the 2021 fiscal year say to me don't underestimate the challenges of integrating these new companies and the cultures that they bring. I'll also say that my predecessor, Rich Montoni, had a great phrase that he would point to as we would go through acquisitions. And he would make a note and say what are the things they do that I like? And that really sends a message that, look, we're not trying to assimilate folks necessarily into a specific Maximus culture but rather figure out what are the best attributes of both companies and how do we bring them together and make modificationsto our culture so that we're stronger together? So with that I thought I'd unpack a little bit the acquisitions that we completed last year. Becausethey're all quite unique in their own ways. So Attain Federal is a great organization that's a professional services firm. A very different culture from what we historically had within the company. I would say higher end consulting. Their business model for example is not necessarily to hire folks that are fresh out of college and kind of put them through the basic training and development of skills but rather people would come to Attain Federal because
they'd been at some of the larger consulting houses and they wanted a more boutique experience, if you will. They wanted a culture that was more kind of custom fit to their development and their interests and where they felt there was a strong investment being made in their ability to continue to develop their skills and to innovate and so forth.So these are more experienced hires coming into the business. That's one thing. As weapproached that we realized that this is not something, you know, cultural integration is notsomething you do off the side of your desk. And so you got to know when to ask for help. We

Page 38 of 48 worked with a very good global consulting firm to come in and we said look, let's -- can you do a survey first of all and look at the existing culture and look at the -- of each organization then help us identify areas of common ground that we can work toward. And so I've been very pleased with the progress that we've made in bringing the organizationstogether and addressing, you know, consequently the interests and concerns of employees on both sides as we've brought the companies together there. The second combination was with VES. And you would likely say, and you'd be right in saying this, that from an operational perspective the cultures are very similar to begin with. Because they're a business process services provider, you know, we understand them, they understand us. I thinkthe companies came together, you know, very willingly. And at the same time one of the things we learned, and we anticipated this, is there's great passion at VES for serving the VA and serving our nation's veterans. And there are a large number of employees at VES that are veterans themselves and they're just fully committed to the mission and to ensuring that veterans have, you know, a positive experience as they go through this evaluation process. Because it can be -- it can create anxiety and it can be difficult. So understanding the importance of preserving that culture, because VES was a veteran owned and operated company when we brought it together, and wanting to preserve that as we go forward was very critical to us. So we've been focused on that as well andin many ways we're learning as much from them as they are learning from us. The third point I'd make is with regard to Aidvantage, which is the entity that we created through the combination of the Navient direct federal student lending loan servicing business. We hadroughly about 800 employees join us as part of that process. And to Terry's earlier point, we successfully now have onboarded 7.4 million loans in a seamless fashion, continuing to provide services to those individuals. And we're very focused on the quality of work that we're doing. We're being very responsive to the feedback that we get from consumers and really trying to make sure we're doing everything we can to be set up for a period in time
when the return torepayment will happen. Part of that's ensuring that we keep the individuals that joined us that are so critical to providing that level of service. And I would -- I would characterize that transition not dissimilar to VES in the sense that it's also a business process servicing culture. Right? So a little bit different fromthe combination with Attain. The last point I'd make here is that we've learned that anytime you do that many combinationsin a short amount of time you also can't forget about your own employees. And when you're communicating so directly to the folks that are coming over from the companies that are joining you, sometimes that means you're not communicating to your existing team as much as youmight want. And you want to make sure that folks are not feeling disenfranchised or that the

Page 39 of 48 work they're doing is in some way less valuable because the company's moving in a certainstrategic direction. So that brings me to a point that while not relevant to this specific question, a critical point. And that is as we look at our strategic direction that we've articulated this morning, it's not to theexclusion of our core business. It is absolutely our expectation that our core business willcontinue to grow. We'll continue to invest in it. It is the foundation, the solid foundation, of the company. And our employees need to feel that. So that's how we've tried to address cultural integration as part of M&A.Madison West Thank you, Bruce. David, on the financial perspective does the 30 cent quarterly EPS run ratereduction from Medicaid redeterminations suggest you are losing money on the business during PHE currently?David Mutryn Sure, thanks. The short answer is no. The 30 cents that I referred to on our May 5th earnings call is not related to a single contract. It's actually an estimate that's not completely precise of the effect on our total portfolio, primarily in our U.S. services segment. We have a number of contracts supporting states that include as a portion of their scope of work Medicaidredeterminations. So for the time being that set of contracts together is performing lower than they have historically, and that's where the estimate of the 30 cents came from.Madison West Great. Thank you. This participant understands that the company is going after work which has a higher degree of technology and clinical expertise. How much do these contracts represent today and going forward? Bruce Caswell David, why don't you jump in and I'll follow you. David Mutryn Yeah. So today together if you look at clinical and technology services it's about 35% of our revenue. And that has grown substantially in large part due to the Attain and VES acquisitions which would be technology and clinical respectively. So we would expect to see that increase aswe continue to execute on this strategy. Bruce? Bruce Caswell Yep. I would agree completely. To offer a little more color, obviously we entered our strategic refresh process with a real desire to define what the road looks like ahead in areas where we hadbegun making
investments. But also recognizing that we can't be all things to all people. And soin my prepared remarks earlier today I mentioned some specific areas where we believe we are

Page 40 of 48 very well suited and positioned to expand our technology services not surprisingly that are really part of those fast moving currents in the otherwise gradually moving IT river, federal IT spend. And also where we see there to be a lot of white space if you will and open space as it relates to building our clinical assessments business. So the participant is absolutely correct in concluding that we're going to go after and pursue a higher degree of technology oriented work and clinical work and as a consequence I would expect that their element of our total portfolio or comp -- part of the composition total portfolio will increase over time. Madison West All right. Thank you. Well this participant remembers that the company identified new potentialmarkets a few years ago. Are you happy where you are today? Are there any other marketsidentified that you are not in? And is Maximus actively pulling back from markets that have been less attractive? Bruce Caswell So when I began my prepared remarks I talked about folks who are familiar with the story and who are new to the story. Clearly this individual's familiar with the story. They have a greatmemory. They recognize that four years ago we worked with a strategic advisory firm to identify at the time I think it was over 200 potential market areas to -- that we felt we might have the ability to participate in. We -- if you consider those at the top of the funnel we provided -- we applied, if you will, a lot of filters and a lot of judgment and ultimately narrowed our focus and executed on the three prong strategy that I mentioned in -- earlier in my prepared remarks. Which was the clinical evolution, digital transformation, and market expansion. The question is are we happy with where we are today. In fact, I think that as we concluded 2021 and entered 2022 we all realize that we had in I think a very highly effective way executed on a lot of that strategy. And I would say reached a level where we could stand and catch our breath for a moment and say now what's the mountain ahead look like? And how do we go climb that? And that's what led us to say okay, let's broader the aperture. Let's first of all take stock and say we're a different company now than we were four years ago.
We've got a whole new set of tools and skills and capabilities that we have grown organically, but also that we've acquired. We have legitimacy and scale as a company that we didn't have in a number of markets four years ago. So, you know, one of my board members always asks the question -- I love this question. What gives you permission to participate in this market? And I think that we've earned permission to be a major player on federal technology modernization contracts as an example. Through our combination with VES we now do very complex clinically related assessments and the expansion that Ilene mentioned, I will say, at the state level in the U.S. marketplace in a way that historically, you know, four years ago we were only doing in Kevin's market, in the United Kingdom through the HAAS contract.

Page 41 of 48 So, you know, that does mean, yes, that we were at just the right point in time to implement and identify and work toward a new strategy. Rather than though hiring an external firm as we did a few years ago to look at a broad set of markets, we wanted to engage the business. And so wehad over 60 participants from the company participate in the creation of this three to five yearstrategy. And as an important phase, we looked and validated the market assumptions underpinning that so that we were confident in saying they can support our longer term goals of growing in the mid-single digit range organically and delivering the margin profile that Davidspoke to in his prepared remarks.All of that recognizes as well, and I'll credit my predecessor Rich Montoni for saying strategy is about making choices. And many have heard that phrase. There need to be markets that we'reevaluating and pulling back from as a consequence. And so without naming any specifically, I would just say some of that you do deliberately and some of that you do because of marketforces. And the pandemic, you know, the pandemic certainly brought that into focus for us. There were areas that we thought were poised to expand dramatically and then when the pandemic hit it was all hands on deck to respond to a crisis of global proportions and support our customers. And some of those initiatives were kind of put on the back burner or put on the shelf only now to be reemerging as funding's been put in place and there's some capacity within theprocurement organizations to actually execute on those.And that's a good thing because those types of procurements, they are in the areas that Ilene and Terry and Kevin have all spoken to, but in particularly in Terry's area, transformationalmodernization programs are longer term in nature and once you win something like that you canbecome a partner to that agency in supporting their mission as we have for example the SEC or the IRS for decades to come. So. Madison West Great. Thank you.Bruce Caswell Yeah. Madison West Looking at, you know, could there be any -- a longer tail of Maximus COVID work than expected from a new wave of past COVID funding later this summer or fall? And also could any of ourCOVID contracts
extend into work related to new diseases? And this participant gives the example of monkey pox. Bruce Caswell Monkey pox. Well, let me start with a top level comment and immediately hand it to Terry and Ilene and Kevin if you'd like to add. But I can think of specific examples in your markets. I would say just two quick things. One is that we have built a capability as an organization to respond to

Page 42 of 48 public health challenges and public health emergencies. And public health is a specific area that we identified as part of our strategic pillar of the future of health. And so I'll let Terry comment further on that, but I think we are in a great position as needsdevelop with our customers like the CDC and so forth to respond to that. And then Ilene, when Ithink about your business in many ways our COVID, you know, rapid response work has kind of morphed into relationships that we now have established and trust that we have established that whether it leads to long term work in the near term or, you know, a customer is confident to pick up the phone and call us, say, if there's a new variant or they have other needs, we're in a great position. But, you know, would there be any further color that you'd want to add, Ilene? Beginning with you. Ilene BaylinsonWell I would say we can answer the COVID context in the question and schedule a vaccine appointment as well as a monkey pox one. So I think that we are -- I think what as you said what COVID has taught us is that we provide generic scalability, flexibility, support services for our government clients. And I think to your point we've been there for them. We staffed up in days and weeks, we did things we never thought that we could do before and that our clients have never asked us to do before. And those relationships that were established will definitely be there when the next pandemic, whatever, monkey pox or whatever -- hopefully not, but whatever thatis. Bruce Caswell Yeah. Terry?Teresa WeipertFollowing along with that the work certainly we did with CDC and the example that I gave when -- in my remarks, you know, demonstrates what we can do when there's a national priority. So that's in position. What's happening right now in the public health area though is that as thedifferent groups and agencies, et cetera, have examined what happened, right, and some of the challenges of it, the data management, the data flow actually from, you know, the public health community, that's a future. And so we're very well aligned not only with frankly the trust that the agencies have put in us but in doing things but understanding what has to be done and starting to connect those
dots. We see a lot of opportunity in the public health area as money gets allocated, and we'll be right there working on solutions. Bruce Caswell Great. Kevin, I didn't want you to be feeling left out so. Kevin Reilly

Page 43 of 48 While it was perhaps not on the same scale as we saw in the U.S., in several of our markets we did stand up a contact center and support, sometimes over a weekend in support of new programs that needed to be rolled out very quickly. And I think what that provided for was real trust in us from our government clients that we were a partner to them and we were going to work and make sure that they were going to be successful. So I think, you know, in the short term there may not be a lot of significant work follow on. But it certainly has provided a relationship that's really strengthened I think with our customers. And they know they can rely on Maximus to come through to them.Bruce Caswell Great. Madison West Excellent point. So a question on many of our minds. When do you believe the PHE will end? Bruce Caswell Well Washington's full of prognosticators and I tend not to want to join them this morning, somaybe I'll stick with the facts. What we do know that since our earnings call it's evident that the PHE won't end in mid-July. We know that because HHS has indicated that they intend to give the governors 60 days' notice, and that date came and went I think as of May 17th. In fact participants today might be familiar that on May 10th there was a letter that was sent by Secretary Becerraand Administration Chiquita Brooks-LaSure from CMS to the governors asking them to continue to prioritize planning for the unwinding of the public health emergency and also drawing their attention to the great tools and resources and guidelines and so forth that CMS has used thisintervening time to produce and get out into the states. But also noting that they themselves were not sure when the PHE would wind down. So one of the ways I think about the public health emergency, and it's interesting, in our business we thinkabout it kind of through the lens of Medicaid alone, but it's important also to recognize that it has significant impact on a lot of other sectors. The public health emergency has enhanced funding that -- critical funding that's gone to hospitals during the pandemic across a broad spectrum of services. It's made things like telemedicine more possible for individuals because it's relaxed rules that have
constrained providers' ability to provide telemedicine services for example across state boundaries. So there are a lot of constituents that have a sincere interest in the public health emergency either because of the funding that it obviously provides, the economic impact of its continuation,but I think also because its taught us better ways, it's given us an opportunity to discover better ways to serve our constituents and to serve beneficiaries. And they don't want to see that goaway, candidly. And that's a I think a laudable thing. So with that as the backdrop it's easy, maybe particularly when you're sitting inside the beltway, to say look, it's really just driven by political motivations or political forces. But I don't think it's

Page 44 of 48 that simple. So we've, you know, we've noted before that we are continuing to follow theguidance that CMS has provided states and work with our state clients. I think it’s fair to say that the larger -- states with larger Medicaid populations in many instances will take the full -- -- we've generally said they can take up to a year to work through their caseload, cause states historically have determined eligibility kind of on a 1/12th basis every month. States actually technically have up to 14 months to take the case actions resulting from the redetermination of eligibility and many will kind of level load and spread that, right, across their business. So as a consequence, when it does come to an end we -- and we have accommodated obviously the current continuation that we appear to be in within our guidance for the fiscal year -- and Imay in a moment I'll just asked David to -- to underscore that point that we made on our priorearnings call. We do think that when it comes to an end this will represent then a work streamfor us that will really extend through fiscal year 2023. But David what would you add in terms of the kind of the financial aspects of this? David Mutryn Yeah, just to clarify, our guidance range can accommodate the slip beyond mid-July, as we'vesaid. So that would just take it through September 30th which is our fiscal year. In my remarks on margins I was clear to point out that the ranges that we expect there would be once the PHE is lifted, whenever that may be. And I would also say that our interactions with our state customers over the past several months have helped inform what we expect to happen when it does happen even though there remains uncertainty. That in part allowed us to better quantify what we think the impact will be once Medicaid redeterminations resume. Madison West Great. Thank you. This question is for Terry. Maximus appears to have built up a federal team to go after opportunities here in the U.S.. Has that sales team ramped up and are those contracts being won? Teresa WeipertThank you. We've hired or put into different leadership positions individuals who have experience in the federal market or have worked in the federal market. We've brought in a leader for our technology and
consulting services business that has 20 plus years of experience in technology solutions and consulting and building that business. He will help build off of the foundation of Attain acquisition and expand in many different areas in our consulting engagements and bring in the team and use the team that's in place today to do that. Our head of business development is a former CIO out of commerce and a former CTO out of NIST and has been in the consulting and technology services field for a while. He's leading this business development team and working very closely with hiring the additional folks that we

Page 45 of 48 need from a business development perspective with a focus on the knowledge and the experience that these people have with our clients and the clients we're looking to expand with. So we're bringing in a number of people that know our clients, understand the business, understand the procurement models for the future growth. And as for the metrics of all of this,of course it'll be centered around building a pipeline. And we'll be able to measure that. And to closing opportunities so in our pipeline which we'll see through the increased revenue that we'll report back. And of course the wins. So I'm very pleased with the progress to date. For example, IRS and SEC, we've had a lot of expansion. And remember, in my remarks I talked about how we have existing business, we callit organic growth with that business and health agencies and civilian agencies. And we're wellpositioned to understanding the mission of those agencies and then building off new releases, new procurements, sole source engagements, et cetera. And the government's going to, you know, really prioritize a lot of that. And we've got the credentials and the -- basically the right to participate in major procurements. Also from the newperspective, what we're building up today is in different areas like energy, where there's money being spent in budget. We're building -- our team is building around those things coming forward. Department of State just got some work going on. And many others, DOD, et cetera. So we'rereal excited about this team and the program teams actually that are in place to help them build the business.Madison West Great. Well to continue on that excitement, I'm curious for each of you what are some areas in your segment that you are most excited about? And we'll start with Ilene. Ilene BaylinsonAll right. Well I hope you saw in my earlier remarks how excited we are about the clinical assessment and technology solutions markets, not necessarily because they're new markets.They're longstanding markets but they're core markets to the successful operation of Medicaidand they're not going away. What's changing really is the how and the why that states are outsourcing. So on the clinical services side, it's really the why. They're outsourcing
because of the high and incredibly highly growing Medicaid costs across the state and the states need to have an independent unbiased organization to do those assessments, to ensure that people are getting the right level and type of care. On the technology solutions side, it's the how. The federal government has said to states we are no longer paying for these big, monolith technology platforms. We are only going to pay for platforms that are broken into pieces and that are modular in nature.

Page 46 of 48 So this open up opportunities for us in the technology space where before the barriers were too high. So both of these markets are markets that are core to us. They're markets that we are entrenched in now. And they're markets that now provide new and growing opportunities. Madison West How about you, Kevin? Kevin ReillyThanks, Madison. Yeah, if you recall in my presentation I had a chart on expanding the suite of services in the OUS segment. These aren't necessarily new service offerings but really pullingthrough the full suite of our capabilities many of which we deliver today across the segment andMaximus as a whole. So when I took on this role one thing I was particularly excited about was that I could add value in improving the connection of the segment to the broader Maximus as well as improving collaboration across the segment. So this allows us to pull through other capabilities that we provide today, whether it's in federal or it's in Ilene's segment at U.S. state and local, these are not new to Maximus but they're things that we feel we can be providing our customers outside the U.S. today.Madison West Great. Thanks, Kevin. Terry, how about you?Teresa WeipertThanks. Well I already mentioned growing the base business is critical in all the different agencies,and I could do the whole string which I won't. Think about civilian, think about health, think aboutDOD. And those teams that we have in place today have identified many opportunities andpositioning in front of our clients. And as you know, and many that are in the federal businessthat you position in advance of an RFP and you develop value propositions working directly with the clients. We have that knowledge. And the new growth areas, which are validated by a lot of the third party folks that report on thefederal market and what's happening there, obviously we follow those very closely and they're great expansion markets for us today. Again, overall very excited about our opportunities. Madison West Great. Bruce Caswell I would offer maybe a concluding thought in this area in perhaps an unconventional way. It would be easy to just point back to the process that we've been through in third party market validation studies and the pressure testing of the areas of opportunity and the
sizings that we've found andthe capabilities to execute and so forth all leading to I think a very solid strategic rationale for the direction we're headed in.

Page 47 of 48 But I would begin with our employees. I think we're a very, very different company than we were even just four years ago. We have evolved as a business, we have fantastic leadership team, but importantly the layers below the leadership team as we go bring such fantastic skills and experience and passion and dedication to the mission. I keep coming back to the employee engagement work that we've done. And what I'm hearing from our employees is they are verypassionate about this business, they're very committed to our customers and their mission whether they're each day providing services through customer contact centers or they're workingon solving technology challenges that can have an impact on human lives as the video that weshowed at the very beginning demonstrated. People come here for a reason, and they feel connected to the company and they feel connected to the work that we're doing and good about it. We've continued to make investments and we will continue to make investments in our employees' well-being, their work life balance like we've talked about during this time, and also their continued development. It's always been a priority of ours to promote from within and create opportunity. And so perhaps what makes me most excited about the strategy that we're laying out is not so much the specific opportunities as ourability to execute.So it begins with the employees. Now, the next piece is I feel like we have a set of capabilitiesnow and kind of tools in the toolkit that we've never before had as a company. And whether that's specific technology tools, and I think about some of the very innovative applications of artificial intelligence and machine learning that we've been able to apply for our customers, but also to some of our actual business processes ourselves with internal, you know, internal innovation teams, you know, driving this technology into the business. That's very exciting aswell. And I think about our scale, and back to my board member who always says what gives you permission. I think we are now to the point where we do have permission to play on a playingfield where the types of deals that we can get involved in can be game changers. And I would conclude by saying I'm
excited about that, because we're already seeing indications that that's the case. We're being seen as the most sought after prime contractor on, you know, a major transformational IT opportunity. And I think that that will -- and there are others. Andthat will only continue as we go forward. So the foundations are in place we believe as we executeon this strategy to support mid-single digit organic growth on an ongoing basis, and we expand the markets that we're able to address.It's, you know, I think it's an excellent, excellent day when we can say we're looking at a totaladdressable market north of 100 billion or $150 billion growing at a 6% rate. And we have the team in place and the tools in place to go execute on it. Madison West

Page 48 of 48 Great. Well thank you all so much. This concludes our question and answer session for today. Ifwe can help you with anything else please email us at IR@maximus.com. We are grateful for yourparticipation. Thank you.
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INVESTOR DAY 20222 Safe Harbor and Forward-Looking Statements Safe Harbor A number of statements being made in these presentations will be forward-looking in nature. Please remember that such statements are only predictions. Actual events and results may differ materially as a result of risks we face, including those discussed in Item 1A of our most recent Forms 10-Q and 10-K. The Company does not assume any obligation to revise or update these forward-looking statements to reflect subsequent events or circumstances, except as required by law. Investor Day presentation materials may contain non-GAAP financial information. Management uses this information internally to analyze results and believes it may be informative to investors in: • gauging the quality of our financial performance • identifying trends • providing meaningful period-to-period comparisons For a reconciliation of the non-GAAP measures presented, please see the Company's most recent earnings press release. Forward-looking Statements These slides should be read in conjunction with the Company’s most recent press release, along with listening to or reading a transcript of the comments of Company management. This document may contain non-GAAP financial information. Management uses this information in its internal analysis of results and believes that this information may be informative to investors in gauging the quality of our financial performance, identifying trends in our results, and providing meaningful period-to-period comparisons. Included in this presentation are forward-looking statements within the meaning of the safe harbor provisions of the United States Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements can be identified by words such as: "anticipate," "intend," "plan," "goal," "seek," "opportunity," "could," "potential," "believe," "project," "estimate," "expect," "forecast," "strategy," "future," "likely," "may," "should," "will," and similar references to future periods. Forward-looking statements that are not historical facts, including statements about our confidence, strategies and initiatives and our expectations about revenues, results of operations, profitability, liquidity,
market demand or the impact of the pandemic are forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties such as those related to the impact of the pandemic and our recently-completed acquisitions. These risks could cause the Company’s actual results to differ materially from those indicated by such forward- looking statements. A summary of risk factors can be found in Item 1A, "Risk Factors" in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended September 30, 2021, which was filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on November 18, 2021. Any forward-looking statement made by us in this report is based only on information currently available to us and speaks only as of the date on which it is made. We undertake no obligation to publicly update any forward-looking statement, whether written or oral, that may be made from time to time, whether as a result of new information, future developments or otherwise.
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INVESTOR DAY 202211 Strategy Refresh Project Focused on Maximizing Value Financial • Support reliable delivery of mid-single digit organic growth • Enable margin expansion – total company in 10 – 14% adjusted OI guideposts (excluding amortization) • Meaningfully expand Total Addressable Market (TAM) Competitive Differentiation • Preserve high barriers to entry in key marketsand customer accounts • Leverage independence and conflict-free status Technology & Operations • Expand and scale technology capabilities to deliver across our markets • Protect against commoditization – focus labor on higher value activities • Embed innovation in the fabric of the business People & Society • Enhance position as highly desired employer with demonstrated commitment to DE&I • Clearly evidence our commitments to ESG

INVESTOR DAY 2022 Strategy Focused on Leveraging SuccessfulFoundation and Strong Technology Portfolio Strategic Growth Pillars Delivery Strategies 12 OUR PEOPLE |Driving the Strategic Plan’s Success Attract, retain, develop, and empower people who share our passion, commitment, and expertise to address government’s toughest challenges Maximus enables governments torespond to complex technology, health, and social challenges they face in delivering their largest and most critical programs Business Process Services (BPS) Technology Consulting Services (TCS) Advanced Technologies for Modernization (Technology Services) Further our credibility as a technology leaderenabling the transformation of government programs to be resilient, dynamic, integrated, and equitable Future of Health Help governments meet rising demand for health services by growing our clinical capabilities to improve the health of people and their communities Customer Services, Digitally Enabled Elevate CustomerExperience (CX) to achieve higher levels of satisfaction, performance,and outcomes through intelligent automation and cognitive computing
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INVESTOR DAY 2022 • Expanding our commitment to help governments satisfy the rising demand for health services • Includes the delivery of health services directly (i.e., via clinicians or other health professionals) or indirectly (i.e., analytics, infection control) What makes this strategic & how will we win? Strong track record of delivering complex programs with a clinical dimension Significant “open space” exists to furtherexpand our assessmentbusiness Independence and conflict-free status area competitive advantage 16 Assessments & Appeals In Scope Care Navigation, Integration & Access Tech-enabled Telecare & Assessments Chronic Disease Prevention Out of Scope Hospital Facilities Management Staffing Hospitals & Providing Acute Care Prescribing Medications Veterans, Military Staff & Families Counseling Mental Health Provision What This Means: Future of Health

INVESTOR DAY 2022 Expanded Health Assessments GLOBAL MARKET METRICS:$2B TAM Level of care and eligibility assessments forthose seeking government supports or employment Maximus ServiceOffering: In-person and virtual assessments Public Health GLOBALMARKET METRICS:$3B TAM Clinical andnonclinical health services funded bygovernment Maximus Service Offering: Varied Aged CareServices GLOBAL MARKET METRICS:$5B TAM Services that enableseniors to remain at home and avoid emergency careand/or residential facilities Maximus Service Offering: Technology-driven virtual care coordination, remotemonitoring and carenavigation services Future of Health Offers NumerousOpportunities for Maximus17 Identified Opportunity Areas

INVESTOR DAY 202218 Technology Services Powering Strategy Update Cloud Adoption and Modernization Prioritized Development Modernization & Enhancement Initiatives Data Management & Analytics Services Data Science & AI/ML Solutions RPA & IoT Solutions Deprioritized Enterprise Network Operations Management Enterprise IT Operations Management NOC & SOC Services PMO & CIO Services IT Service Desk & Helpdesk Services What This Means: • Leverage our deep relationships, program knowledge,and #1 provider position in key agencies • Deliver technology-driven business transformation ofgovernment missions with a strategic near-term focus on: • Modernization enabled via secure hybrid cloud solutions • Transformation enabled via information intelligence and hyper-automation What makes this strategic & how will we win? Of the nearly $80B inoverall annual Federal ITspend, approximately $40B represents market opportunity Well-positioned toexpand our existing federal footprint While not an immediatepriority, non-federaltechnology markets represent attractive growth paths

INVESTOR DAY 202219 IT Modernization Represents Largest and Fastest Growing Segment of Federal IT Market Obligations by Capability | Historical & Projected ($B) 24 21 27 11 11 18 2 2 41 3 8 1 1 2 $0 $10 $20 $30 FY18A FY21A FY26P Data Management & Analytics Services -3.6% HISTORICAL3% PROJECTED Federal technology services addressable market forMaximus (of $40B) will grow annually at 8% from FY22 – FY26 Capabilities demanded mapto Maximus skills and broadlyaddress IT modernization by phase Total spend in these markets is durable and expected to grow, while the lines between these capabilityareas continue to evolve Keyword Based Technology Capability Area Projections Cloud Adoption& Modernization 7.4% 12% HISTORICAL PROJECTEDData Science &AI/ML Solutions 48.9% 20% HISTORICAL PROJECTED RPA and IoT Solutions 9.0% 10% HISTORICAL PROJECTED Development Modernization & Enhancement Initiatives 2.1% 10% HISTORICAL PROJECTED

INVESTOR DAY 202220 Delivery Strategies Align to Maximize Potential of Growth Pillars Business Process Services (BPS) Help governments meet the demands of changing demographics and customer service preferences Further modernize current BPS programs through greater automation and applied intelligence Drive greater operating leverage through standardization of functions Modernize skills and develop talent of the future while reducing labor costs Expand footprint of BPS services acrossnew and existing markets Technology Consulting Services (TCS) Process redesign and technologytransformation strategy Application development and modernization(Agile, Dev/Sec/Ops) Cloud migration and transformation Data science and automation Collaborative client relationship management between BPS and TechnologyConsulting Services

INVESTOR DAY 202221 Moving People Forward Together, these priorities enable us to achieve our diversity, equity, inclusion, and representation goals Our people are our business Enrich our already strong culture to be more inclusive and build upon the strengths that differentiate us Employer of choice for talented people drawn to challenging and rewarding work Industry leader with a hybrid work model reducing barriers to hiring critical skills, creating opportunities for advancement, and promoting a diverse workforce Develop opportunity career ladders for employees to advance and flourish Attracting, retaining, developing, and empowering employees is central to who we are People come first, supported by continuous improvement of compensation, benefits, and the work environment

INVESTOR DAY 202222 Summary Proven and Essential Partner to Government • A critical partner to government in the delivery of its most essentialcivilian citizen services • Challenges facing government more complex than ever Track Record of Successful Execution • Trusted operator of complex programs on a global basis, at scale • Desirable business model and meaningful barriers to entry Uniquely Positioned to Capitalize on Growth Prospects • Strong and growing technology capabilities, scale, and qualifications make Maximus a highly desirable partner • Long-term macro tailwinds (demographic, economic, political, and social) drive demand for our services

INVESTOR DAY 202223 Leading the Execution of Our Strategy Bruce Caswell President and ChiefExecutive Officer David Mutryn Chief Financial Officer Ilene Baylinson General Manager U.S. Services Segment Teresa Weipert General Manager U.S. Federal Services Segment Kevin Reilly General Manager Outside the U.S. Segment

INVESTOR DAY 2022 U.S. Federal Services Teresa Weipert Segment General Manager

INVESTOR DAY 202225 Key Messages History and Successful Growth Trajectory • Solid foundation for continued growth • Organic and M&A strategy01 Retention of Current Business • High potential for growth in current agencies with excellent relationships and commitment to mission02 Positioned for the Future • Trusted partner in federal community Agencies |Technology Partners | Small Businesses • Team focused on new market (IT) and new agency strategy aligned to federal budgets DoD |DoE |Cloud Services|Cybersecurity |Modernization • Capable and experienced leadership • Developing large opportunity capture strategies 03

INVESTOR DAY 2022 History of GrowthU.S. Federal Services Revenue Powerful combination of Customer Experience (CX) + Technology Solutions Developed a portfolio of business process services (BPS), Clinical, and ITTechnology Service and Solutions Our growth trajectory builds upon a solid foundation • Strategic acquisitions have been enablers • Organic growth success Experienced in the entire lifecycle of legacy to modernization FY22 $2.2B FY10 $80M FY18 $480M FY14 $340M 26

INVESTOR DAY 2022 Leading SolutionsProvider to Federal Government Agencies Full-Service Provider of Technology-Enabled Business Process Services (BPS) Customer Contact Centers (Omnichannel) • Citizen services for Federal agencies, such as eligibility, enrollment & verification, and case management Clinical and Health • Health assessments and exams, health and medical insurance appeals and reviews, quality oversight, and expansion of the business of healthcare IT Modernization and Cybersecurity (Technology & Consulting) • Maintain, modernize, and protect mission critical and new innovative IT systems 27 We apply technology and domain expertise to improve outcomes and deliver the highest level of solutions and customer experience $1,600 35% $2,200 48% $80017% U.S. Services U.S. Federal Services Outside the U.S. FY22 U.S. Federal Services SegmentRevenue ($M)

INVESTOR DAY 2022 Meeting agency challenges to provide enterprise-wide solutions and strategiesInternal Revenue Service (IRS) Modernizing and securing legacy systems Federal Student Aid (FSA) Improving the borrower experience Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) Enterprise IT infrastructure, modernization,digital transformation, agile software development, and cybersecurity services for EDGAR U.S. Federal is established and alignedto support the mission and priorities in Federal Health, Civilian, andDepartment of Defense(DoD) agencies28 Delivering and supporting thepriorities set by the Federal CIO for the overall federal community 3 Long-term Priorities of Federal CIO Cybersecurity IT modernization Customer serviceand Customer Experience (CX) Aligned to Federal Government Priorities

INVESTOR DAY 202229 Competitive Advantage Delivery Capabilities in Complex Government Programs of National Priority • Credible bidder on billion+ dollar transformational procurements • Well-established for federal trendtoward consolidated contracts Customer Trustand Outcomes • High customer satisfaction, trusted partner, focused on customer andmission outcomes and experience Scale Matters • Consistent, proven, quick-to-deploy technology solutions enable knowledge transfer, trust, and entry into newagencies and departments for programs of national priority

INVESTOR DAY 202230 Core to Agency Missions Masterfile Accurate processing of taxes in the U.S. IT Security Implementation Project and program management for the IRS cybersecurity organization EDGAR Provides free public access to corporate filingswhich increases the efficiency, transparency, and fairness of the securities markets Contact Center Operations (CCO) Serves as the primary support engagement center for Medicare and the federal exchange utilized by 33 states under the Affordable Care Act (ACA) M ax im us U .S . F ed er alis # 1 Pr ov id era t:

INVESTOR DAY 2022I Flexible solutions at speed: In 3 – 4 weeks, hired 20,000+ people 31 BPS and Technology Enabling theCDC Takeaway: Clients trust Maximus to handle complex problemsat scale T H E C D C I N F OC O N T R AC T:Reinventing the Way BPS Services are Delivered Highlights the foundation & capabilities of Maximus • Tremendous process • HR capabilities & recruiting • Highly successful implementation • Rapid scale up and scale down • Omnichannel • Bilingual • Highly-secure cloud-enabled platform Underpinned by cloud-based technology Program of national priority

INVESTOR DAY 2022 Technology Capabilities Powering the SEC 32 Takeaway: Clients depend onMaximus’ digital solutions to modernize mission critical IT systems Development,Security and Operations for enterprise IT infrastructure in an agile environment3,000 Terabytes of data processed annually 3,000 Filings processed per day 1,500+ Concurrent users supported during market closing Modernization,cybersecurity services, and digital transformation with a focus oncustomer experience Represents Future Trajectory ofthe Business

INVESTOR DAY 2022 • Exploring pursuits in new marketsand agencies • Augment through select M&A activity U.S. Federal Growth Strategy • Invest in leadership team • Build strength through client knowledge relationships • Emphasize agencies where we aretrusted and established 33 Target large transformational opportunities New addressablemarkets inIT and Cyber Ongoingscale-building and capability expansion Target agency growth and move to adjacent agencies • Strong quals, customer referrals, and presence on large governmentwide acquisition contracts(GWACs)• Multi channel selling approach • Expand organically utilizing broadened base Increase our overall total addressablemarket by pursuing Federal IT priorities: $76B IT budget $9.8B Cybersecuritybudget

INVESTOR DAY 2022 Key Takeaways Deep Understanding of the Missions #1 provider to multiple civilian agencies and a trusted partner01 Existing Work with Major Public Programs Programs we operate have deep roots & fundamental to society 02 Delivering Complex Government Programs Technology-enabled operations combined with decades of experience03 Retention of Current Business and Poised for Growth Winning due to excellent relationships and commitment to mission04 34 Margin Growth Clinical and technology services work are more accretive05

INVESTOR DAY 2022 U.S. Services Ilene Baylinson Segment General Manager

INVESTOR DAY 202236 Key Messages High Barriers • Deliver multifaceted programs tied to complex policy & regulation • Experience & qualifications matter 01 Strong Pillars Underpin Portfolio • Durable entitlement programs • Long-term customer relationships 02 Expansion Opportunities • Clinical assessments in demand to control Medicaid spend • Shift toward modular technology opens a new market 03

INVESTOR DAY 202237 Leading Provider to State Government Agencies Connecting citizens to essential state government services Full-Service Provider of Business Process Services (BPS) • Omnichannel support of largest social programs: Medicaid, TANF, and HealthInsurance Exchanges • Enabled by technology and digital solutions Clinical Assessments • Assessing the most complex and costly service needs for Medicaid Technology Solutions • Digital solutions to meet demands for more automated and customized solutions FY22 U.S. Services Segment Revenue ($M) $1,600 35% $2,200 48% $80017% U.S. Services U.S. Federal Services Outside the U.S.

INVESTOR DAY 202238 How We Stand Out 11,000+ CSRs 40%+ Rapid scaling capacity flexibility 23 Millioncalls across 66 Programs in FY21 States Respect Our Experience • Average tenure for a state Medicaid Director is only 19 months • Understanding policy & regulation and anticipating challenges brings stability and reduces risk for customers Speed & Scale • Flex 40%+ total capacity during high demand period (Open Enrollment) • COVID showcased our abilities • Increased our hiring 85%+ • Implemented 29 programs, many in a matter of weeks • Captured $900M+ cumulative COVID response revenue Trust • Supported 14 state clients for 15+ years • 3 largest state customers received uninterrupted support for 2 decades

INVESTOR DAY 202239 History of Growth U.S. Services Historical Revenue FY22 $1.6B FY18 $1.2B FY14 $965M FY10 $529M FY06 $450M Expansion • 1988: implemented first welfare-to-work program • Continue to operate this program today Technology Modernization • New opportunities for steady revenue growth to meet the expansion of health and human services programs • Meet citizens in their channels of choice Spending Growth • Medicaid spending in 2021 = $721 billion • In 5 years = ~$1 trillion • States focused on reducing Medicaid costs through partnerships like Maximus Population Needs • Serve 60 – 70% of the 87 million Medicaid and CHIP population • 20% of Medicaid beneficiaries account for 80% of the cost to the state • Today, we conduct more than 500K assessments annually, or over 2,000 daily • This time next year, we will conduct more than 1 million annually, or over 4,300 daily

INVESTOR DAY 202240 Favorable Macro Growth Factors Environmental &Social ChangesPolitically Agnostic Modernization &Modularization Entitlement programs span administrations and continue to grow over time State partners rely on us to help navigate changing social and environmental waters States expect full range ofoptions for accessing services Changing political parties mean changing policy initiatives and newprogram opportunities Support states through wildfires, floods, and other natural disasters COVID increased the speed that states deliver services Consumers expect the same governmental experience as the commercial world

INVESTOR DAY 202241 Our People Are a Key Element of Our Success Tenured Maximus leadership 85% of segment leadership team more than a decade; most for over 2 decades New talent nurtured by leadershipenables expansion Expansive footprint across diversity of service offerings Unique mix of operational, clinical,and technology opportunities provide diversity of career opportunities Mission-driven Dedication to serving people improves retention 01 02 03 04 05

INVESTOR DAY 2022 Growth Strategy 42 Leverage strong national Medicaid and human service base to expand footprint into new states and adjacent markets Expand our existing clinical assessment platform to move into new assessments types for new populations and clinical opportunities Align to state government’s focus on modularization and automation, to expand capacity to move into more technology-based opportunities

INVESTOR DAY 202243 Key Takeaways Decades of experience offering essential services to citizens, supporting largest domestic programs in the country 04 Deep customer trust with a sharp focus on governmentvalued by customers 01 Opportunities for growth into broader range ofgovernment services with double-digit margin expectations, after the PHE ends Barriers to entry are high as we must translate complex policy into operational design02 03

INVESTOR DAY 2022 Outside the U.S. Kevin Reilly Segment General Manager

INVESTOR DAY 202245 Journey Outside the United States 01 02 03 Differentiation • What we do, where we do it, and what makes us different New Market Entry • How we apply our strategic and disciplined approach Land, Execute, and Expand • Operational focus to diversify our portfolio

INVESTOR DAY 2022 $1,600 35% $2,200 48% $80017% U.S. Services U.S. Federal Services Outside the U.S. FY22E Outside the U.S. Segment Revenue (M) 51% 29% 15% 5% Employment Services Clinical Services Program Operations Technology Services FY22E Outside the U.S. Revenue Breakdown Leading Provider to GovernmentAgencies Globally What We Do Help government meet changing economic, demographic and health needs by being globallyexperienced and locally responsive Employment and Workforce Services • Government employment programs• General unemployment services • Specialized services for targeted cohorts • Skills training Clinical Services • Health and disability assessments • Occupational health & wellbeing solutions Program Operations • Program support services • Citizen engagement contact centers 46

INVESTOR DAY 202247 Competitive Advantage – Why Maximus? Global Portfolio of Demonstrated Performance- based Government Contracting • Unrivaled experience in global employment services programs • Capable operator of complex programs at scale 01 Proven Model for Entering and GrowingBusiness in New Geographies • Disciplined vetting of new geographies • Ability to tailor proven delivery models to meetcountry-specific needs • Ability to effect global knowledge transfer to local teams • Mature country operations to include well-diversified portfolios 02 Supporting Delivery Models Through Applying and Leveraging Technology • Reimaging our service delivery models through the application of digital tools • Leveraging data science to bring deeper understanding of client needs to effect more efficient and effective outcomes 03 Financial Strength Enables Investing in New Programs and Technology • Ability to invest in technology that can be shared across geographies and programs • Strategic “tuck-in” acquisitions to add in-country capabilities 04

INVESTOR DAY 202248 Australia 2002 UK 2008 Gulf Region 2012 Singapore 2017 Sweden 2020 Italy 2019 Canada 1999 South Korea 2020 Second Wave 2012 – present Seeking future growth in emerging markets as other countries turn towards performance-based government services First Wave 1999 – 2008Early adopters of the government re-engineering ‘pay-for-performance’ approach pioneered bythe U.S. New Country Entry AssessmentFramework Gateway 1 | New Country Assessment • Business environment (HR, tax, legal) • Country environment (demographics, GDP trends) • Government environment (political and financialstability, propensity to outsource) Gateway 2 | Long-term Growth Potential • Growth potential across multiple business lines • Competitive landscape • Policy direction of travel • Program assessment and reforms, budget allocations Gateway 3 | Entry Opportunity Assessment • Identification of specific funded opportunity • Fit within country-specific growth strategy • Established Maximus opportunity review (solution logic,revenue & OI vetting, risks & mitigation planning) • Specialized ‘new country’ implementation planning

INVESTOR DAY 202249 New Country Maturation Arc LAND Enter through ‘beachhead’ opportunity (typically employment services) EXECUTE Mature delivery model & support organic growth DIVERSIFY & EXPAND Identify opportunities to move into adjacent markets and/or different clients Establish working relationships withnew client Leverage global team to share information with local delivery team Establish brand reputation for quality and integrity Position Maximus as a trusted partner & thought-leader Leverage thought leadership to shape market opportunities Leverage global expertisein technology & best practices tomeet evolving needs

INVESTOR DAY 202250 Country Maturation Model: United Kingdom Employment Services 2008 Small Acquisition ($6M) 2013 Health Acquisition ($78M) 2009 Organic Win: Flexible New Deal UK Fiscal Year Revenue in $USD 2011 Scope Expansion:Work Program Clinical Services Program Operations Capability 2015 Disability EmploymentServices Acquisition ($3M) 2015 Organic Win: Health Assessment Advisory Service (HAAS) 2018 Replacement: Work & HealthProgram 2021 Small Contact Center Acquisition ($21M) 2023 Opportunity: FunctionalAssessment Service 2021 Organic Win: Restart 2023+ OmnichannelContact Centre Opportunities With Enhanced Digital Capabilities FY08 | <$2M FY11 | $37M FY16 | $385M FY20 | $246M FY22E | ~$425M

INVESTOR DAY 202251 Expanding Our Suite of Services Employment services Skills and training Health and disability assessments Public healthcare benefit programadministration / eligibility assessment Workforce health / occupational health / allied health Omnichannel contact center services Public health, mental health, and wellbeing Virtual senior care coordination / eldercare skills training Business Lines / Offerings United Kingdom Australia Canada Gulf Region South Korea Italy Sweden Singapore Current Offering Future Offering

INVESTOR DAY 202252 Top Growth Opportunities United Kingdom New Markets (Near-term) • Opportunities outside of DWP Mental Health & Wellbeing Intermediate Care Coordination • Enabled by our positionon NHS Access and Discharge framework Assimilating ContactCenter Capability • Additive to our current programs Canada Employment Services • Province of Ontario outsourcing employment services Clinical & Contact Centers • Expanding work in clinical • New opportunities atfederal agencies Australia Scaling of Clinical Services • Aged care assessments • Return to work programsTraining Services • Close adjacency to employment services Gulf Region & Emerging Markets Diversification & Expansion • National expansion of current programs enabledby increased funding • Citizen services • Expanding work in clinical

INVESTOR DAY 202253 Segment Goals andFocus Create Sustainable Organic Growth Through Smart Investments • Unlock new growth opportunities leveraging digital technologies, advanced analytics, and AI / machine learning • Expand into traditional adjacencies with new and existing clients 01 Create Global Synergies • Promote further collaboration with U.S. segmentsto leverage technology and knowledge assets 02 Improve the Bottom Line • Reduced financial risk due to diversification of revenue streams • Improve operating income margins as ROIs are realized and the segment executes on hybrid delivery models 03

INVESTOR DAY 202254 Key Takeaways Attractive growth potential• Due to the continuing and expanding demand for efficient and effective government health and social services01 Strong track record • Deliver highly complex government programs with integrity and transparency • Independent from conflict of interest 02 Established and trusted partner • Reputation for delivering programs that meet policy goals for long-term, sustainable solutions03 Building a competitive edge • Align strategic objectives and cross-functional collaboration to incorporate advanced technology as a service delivery partner 04 Margin Growth • Post startups, expect single digit margins and growing05

INVESTOR DAY 2022 David Mutryn Chief Financial Officer

INVESTOR DAY 202256 Key Takeaways Attractive business model – long-term contracts and customer relationships, strong and predictable cash flows01 Strategy and end markets support sustainable organic revenue growth02 Margins favorable to government services peers and clear line of sight to improvement in the near-term03 Cash flow to fund growth and maintain manageable debt ratio04 Successful M&A history with appetite for acquisitive growth05

INVESTOR DAY 202257 Financial Characteristics Long-term Customers 7+ year weighted average contract life; our relationships last decades Recompete Win Rate ~90% High Cash Conversion FCF to GAAP net income ~1.3X go forward Pure play government services provider to U.S. Federal, State & Local and Internationalgovernment customers BACKLOG OF CONTRACTS of revenue in form of backlog in annual revenue guidance90%+ average remaining life of backlog4 – 5 YR $11.2B backlog as of 9/30/2021 $1,600 35% $2,200 48% $80017% U.S. Services U.S. Federal Services Outside the U.S. FY22E Segment Revenue ($M)

INVESTOR DAY 202258 How We Are Paid Firm, Fixed Price Appropriate if programis well-established with known volumes Performance-Based (Fixed Price Per Unit) Activity based: per call, per assessment, per enrollment Outcomes based: per job placement, per jobsustainment, per completed eligibility determination Membership based: per member per month Time & MaterialsLabor rate per hour plus reimbursement of non-labor costs Cost Plus Reimbursed for direct & indirect expenditures Profit rate is contractual, may include an award fee component (based on performance) HIGHER RISK HIGHER MARGIN LOWER RISK LOWER MARGIN 43% 29% 13% 15% Performance-based Cost-plus Fixed price Time and materials Revenue Breakdown Six Months Ended 3/31/22

INVESTOR DAY 2022 Source: *10 year calculations use FY12 figures and adjusted EPS. FY12 revenue was $1,050M and adjusted EPS was $1.09 59 $0 $500 $1,000 $1,500 $2,000 $2,500 $3,000 $3,500 $4,000 $4,500 $5,000 FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22E Organic Acquired Revenue ($M) C O V I DP E R I O D 10 Year CAGR*: 15.9% $0.00 $1.00 $2.00 $3.00 $4.00 $5.00 $6.00 FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22E Diluted EPS - GAAP Diluted EPS - Adjusted for Intangibles Amortization Diluted EPS ($ per share) C O V I D P E R I O D 10 Year CAGR*: 16.7% Historical Financial Performance• Historical revenue growth primarily organic growth and supplemented by strategic acquisitions • Strong temporary COVID response work bolstered FY21 • Earnings faced greater headwinds resulting from COVID impacts

INVESTOR DAY 2022 $2,685 $2,670 $5,547 $5,904 $- $1,000 $2,000 $3,000 $4,000 $5,000 $6,000 $7,000 FY19 FY20 FY21 TTM Q2 FY22* 60 Organic Revenue Growth TARGET = sustainable mid-single-digit organic growth 9.1% 10 YEAR AVERAGE BOOK-TO-BILL 1.3x in12 months ENDED 3/31/22 *Recently disclosed IN Eligibility win not included (signed in April) Signed Awards ($M)

INVESTOR DAY 202261 Expense for Amortization ofIntangible Assets ($M) $4.9 $5.9 $9.3 $13.4 $12.2 $10.3 $33.1 $35.6 $44.4 $90.0 $- $10.0 $20.0 $30.0 $40.0 $50.0 $60.0 $70.0 $80.0 $90.0 $100.0 FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22E Fiscal 2022 Earnings Guidance Diluted EPS $3.00 – $3.50 Adjusted Diluted EPS (excludes intangibles amortization) $4.07 – $4.57 GAAP and Adjusted Earnings • In the past year, began supplementing our diluted EPS (DEPS) and Operating Income (OI) marginguidance with “adjusted" metrics • Adjusted earnings only excludes expense for amortization of intangible assets and is increasingly relevant due to higher levels (shown at right) resulting from acquisitions • Expect the level of expense for amortization ofintangible assets to remain in the $90M+ range forthe next several years

INVESTOR DAY 202262 Margin Expectations Near-term Expectations (When PHE Ends) U.S. Services: 11 – 14% • Core programs coming back in full should driveincrease from recent levels • Healthy mix of fixed price and performance-based contracts in the state market U.S. Federal: 10 – 12% • Strong margins in clinical and technology services work, but also a larger component of cost plus work that carries single digit margins Outside the U.S.: 3 – 7% • Startups mature • H2 FY22 forecast implies mid-single digits Ranges blend to a 9 – 12% Adjusted Operating Income Margin and a 7 – 10% OI margin on a GAAP basis Over the longer-term,expect further margin expansion as clinicaland technology services work grows Target range 3 – 5 years out is: 8 – 12% GAAP 10 – 14% Adjusted These ranges are at the high end of the Government Services peer group (see appendix) 11.0% 8.3% 9.6% 6.9% 7-10% 12.1% 9.4% 10.6% 8.8% 9-12% 0% 2% 4% 6% 8% 10% 12% 14% FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22E Post PHE GAAP Operating Income % Adjusted Operating Income %

INVESTOR DAY 202263 1.47 1.31 1.22 0.95 1.65 1.05 0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60 1.80 $- $100,000 $200,000 $300,000 $400,000 $500,000 $600,000 FY17 FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22E Target Conversion FCF Net Income 1.3X C O N V E R S IO N FCF Conversion Our FCF should continue to be at least1.3x net income, which is our cumulative ratio over the past 3 years• Significant non-cash items (amortization of intangible assets and stock compensation) • Low CapEx requirements (<1% of revenue) Cash Flows

INVESTOR DAY 202264 Capital Allocation Strategy Maintain 2.0x – 3.0x Target Leverage Ratio Maintain Growing Dividend Internal Organic Growth Initiatives Share Repurchases Disciplined M&A LOWER PRIORITYHIGHER PRIORITY

INVESTOR DAY 2022 M&A Evaluation Criteria Our primary goal is to accelerate organic growth through revenue synergies New customers |New capabilities |Increase scale in strategic areas Strong cultural fit Sustainable growth and margins We evaluate the financial model with DCF, IRR,EPS accretion, comparables – no single metric 65

INVESTOR DAY 202266 Financial Targets Revenue SUSTAINABLE MID-SINGLE DIGIT ORGANIC GROWTH LEVERAGE RATIO 2 – 3X 8 – 12% A N D 10 – 14% before expense for amortization of intangible assets OPERATING MARGIN (3-5 Year Target Range) CASH CONVERSION FCF / Net Income ~1.3X ON GO FORWARD BASIS

INVESTOR DAY 202267 Appendix

INVESTOR DAY 202268 M&A Report Card HealthManagement Acentia Ascend GDIT’s CitizenEngagement Centers Attain Federal VES Fiscal Year 2013 2015 2016 2018 2021 2021 Purchase Price $78M $289M $44M $431M $419M $1.36B FINANCIAL Outpaces Market Growth1 Enhances Digital and Technology Capabilities5 Expands Clinical Expertise6 Deepens Customer Base7 Strengthens Position in U.S. Federal Market8 Solidifies Competitive Position9 STRATEGIC Accelerates Adjacency Entry and Achieves Revenue Synergies3 Accretive to EPS4 Accretive to Margin Expectations2

INVESTOR DAY 202269 Fiscal Year Oct 20-Sep 21 Apr 21-Mar 22 Jul 20-Jun 21 Jan 21-Dec 21 Jan 21-Dec 21 Feb 21-Jan 22 Jan 21-Dec 21 Jan 21-Dec 21 COMPANY Booz Allen Hamilton CACI Leidos ICF SAIC ManTech Conduent Revenue 4,254 8,364 6,044 13,737 1,553 7,394 2,554 4,140 OI% 9.6% 8.2% 8.9% 8.5% 7.7% 7.0% 7.4% 2.3% OI% excl. intangibles amtz. 10.6% 9.1% 10.0% 10.1% 8.5% 8.3% 8.4% 5.6% Net Debt 1,375 2,104 1,673 4,402 417 2,463 247 998 EBITDA 591 831 665 1,488 151 652 264 383 Net Debt/EBITDA Ratio 2.3x 2.5x 2.5x 3.0x 2.8x 3.8x 0.9x 2.6x Free Cash Flow (FCF) 481 657 519 927 90 482 157 163 Net Income 291 467 457 753 71 277 137 (28) FCF/Net Income Conversion 1.7x 1.4x 1.1x 1.2x 1.3x 1.7x 1.1x NM Peer Comparison Revenue by End Market Federal Civilian (non-DoD) U.S. State & Local Global/Commercial Dept. of Defense (DoD) Other Revenue by Contract Performance-based / Fixed price Cost-plus Time & Materials 50% 48% 3% 69% 26% 5% 58% 23% 19% 47% 15% 38% 47% 51% 2% 43% 38% 18% 32% 50% 18% 56% 25% 19% 29% 25% 46% 58% 13% 29% 50% 13% 37% 18% 41% 42% 68% 13% 18% 54% 22% 24% 42% 39% 19% Notes: Maximus FY21 EBITDA includes $92M of pro-forma EBITDA related to acquisitions. FY21 EBITDA in accordance with our credit agreement was $631M on pro-forma basis. Source of peer data is S&P Capital IQ and SEC filings. Pro-forma data for peers not readily available. Figures considered not meaningful are marked “NM” Est.

